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A Monogate Network 

for Classifying Chess Positions 

George W. Atkinson 

Mathematics and Computing Science 

The University of the South Pacific 

Suva, Fiji Islands 

Adaptive logic trees based on Armstrong's monotonic non-decreasing gates are useful for classifying noisy 
data. A single drawback limits their ability to build on existing knowledge: lack of information sharing obliges 
each tree to develop its entire behaviour on its own. The replicated signal pathways of wide-connected 
mesh works provide a remedy. An unexpected absence of identifiable gated pathways for compound signals 
suggests that these hardly ever occur when diffuse gating is possible. 

1. Background 
My project on pattern-based machine chess needed 
an induction engine that would, after training on 
examples of moves played. by chess-masters, 
conjecture a likely move when shown a new 
position. Like an experienced chess-player, 'Who 
recognises familiar constellations of pieces and 
notices their combined effects in various regions 
of the board, the device should recognise "hot-
spots" where events are taking place or pressures 
are building. Knowing the hot-spots helps one's 
game, because it's hard to avoid looking closely at 
those regions of the board. 
Quality guesswork requires thorough knowledge 
of the · chess-board universe. Any mechanism 
expected to acquire a sense of position needs lots 
of built-in knowledge about the space of reachable 
chess positions. Moreover, its guessing should 
hnprove as new examples turn up ever fmer 
distinctions. The quest for a suitable classifier 
mechanism was driven by ·the need to incorporate 
prior knowledge, for example the geometry of the 
chess-board. The adaptive logic tree1 developed by 
Prof. Armstrong of the University of Alberta 
seemed to offer a superior mechanism, if only the 
tree structure could be extended to a network. 

1URL ftp://ftp.cs.ualberta.ca/pub/atree/ 
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2. Adaptive Logic Trees 
Armstrong noticed that Boolean functions' with 
certain tree decompositions tend to be insensitive 
to changes of individual inputS. Functions with 
this property are particularly useful for classifying 
noisy data, such as recognisin:g a distorted 
character in a grid of pixels. He devised a two-
input adaptive gate with a pair of bounded 
counters to decide node function: when both are 
above their mid-value, the function is or; when 
both are below, and; otherwise the input 
associated with the greater count is selected. 
These gates encompass the monotonic non-
decreasing Boolean functions; I call them 
mono gates. 

Armstrong's monogate classifiers adapt by logical 
back-propagation: Starting at the root, the 
responsible inputs are followed towards the leaves. 
Whenever the inputs to a gate differ, the counter 
associated with the "incorrect" input steps up or 
down depending on the desired system output. 
This curious use of local adjustment to satisfy a .. 
global target works, Armstrong argues, because 
monogate functions are non-decreasing (that is, 
the output never changes from one to zero when a 
zero at an input changes to one) and therefore 
node output correlates with net output. 

He initially considered a node responsible if a 
change in its output would change the network 
output. This strategy invited erratic shifts of node 
function because a node's proper function can be 
established only after the functions of both its 
subtrees have settled. Armstrong extended his 
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criterion to include heuristic responsibility, and 
produced a good learner. Trees, however, have a 
serious limitation: each position-classifying tree 
must develop its entire repertoire alone, unaided 
by shared commonalties that correspond to hidden 
units of an artificial neural network. 

3. The Intuitive Classifier 
A chess-position classifier able to intuit what will 
happen next bases its decision on thousands of 
Boolean inputs that signal the presence or absence 
of relevant board features. Each board position is 
encoded as a bit vector associated with the 
destination square of the next move. Because no 
logical inversion can take place within a monogate 
tree, inverses of inputs are supplied as separate 
leaves, which doubles the number of input bits. 
The classifier would be expected to identify a 
single hot spot, and occasionally two or three. 

A classifier discovers regularities as it trains. One 
might expect composite signals corresponding to 
presence or absence of significant combinations of 
features to emerge quite naturally. A compound 
feature, e.g., "White pawn on e4" and "Black 
pawn on e5", is significant for a particular set of 
training examples in which the centre is blocked 
by this formation. Once established, such a 
Centre-blocked-type-! signal would then be 
available to participate in other decisions. The 
classifier thus builds on previous ability. 

A database of chess positions paired with 
preferred moves provided training and test set 
examples. The positions are not random, but are 
typical of positions reached in well-played games. 
They were excerpted from collections of problem 
positions or extracted by specialised software from 
compendia of grandmaster games. Positions and 
their associated destination squares were drawn by 
lot from the database and grouped into test sets. 
The data representation chosen for these 
experiments assigns sixteen Boolean channels to 
each square of the chess-board: one channel each 
for occupation by pawn through king for both 
black and white, one each for "occupied" and 
"unoccupied", and one each for "square-is-light" 
and "square-is-dark". Each training instance in the 
database is thus encoded as a 1024-bit vector, 
which is associated with the destination square of 
the next move. 
Supervised learning in monogate networks 
resembles other backprop implementations: Initial 
connections are at random (the internal monogate 
counters are selected from a Gaussian distribution 
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centred on the mid-value). During each training 
epoch, every element of the training set is 
presented, the response compared with the 
expected, and corrections are applied that depend 
on the degree of mismatch. The logical backprop 
of a monogate tree follows pathways of 
responsibility, adjusting counters as required. It is 
useful to repeat adaptation for each training 
sample (the backprop acceleration factor provides 
the same result more easily). After the first 
correct response, an over-training scheme adjusts 
counts to ensure that node function does not 
change again soon. 

4. Calibration 
There is no standard model of learning, and no 
general agreement on measuring and reporting 
learning rate. Fahlman [1988] defmed learning 
success by correct outputs over an entire epoch, 
that is, a presentation of every element of the 
training set. He noted that if inputs are noisy, 
perfect classification may be impossible, and that 
in some problems the network may loiter at a local 
minimum, converging slowly or not at all. Some 
researchers include a separate category for cases 
that stubbornly fail to provide the right response. 
Presentation counts depend on particular 
experimental constraints, and provide only a rough 
measure of performance. 

A plot of the distribution of presentation counts 
provides a clearer picture of learning success, and 
allows easy contrast of first-time learning, 
unlearning, and re-learning. Figures 1 through 4 
are plotted to the same scale. Figure 1 shows the 
number of presentations required for first-time 
learning, i.e., until the first correct response for 
randomised initial values. This number is marked 
off vertically for each example in the training set; 
for display, the entire set is arranged in ascending 
order. 

The population curve of figure 1 shows that the 
median number of presentations was two or three, 
and that every example in the training set was 
eventually learned. This curve must be interpreted 
in the context of sample size (here, 200) and of 
network capacity. Learning was so complete that 
plots of further epochs show only the flat, boring 
line of correct responses. 
The less well-behaved population in figure 2 
illustrates the effects of a "hyper-training" strategy 
that modifies all nodes, even when correct. Easy-
to-learn and hard-to-learn examples appear in 
similar proportion to their fellows in figure 1. A 
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small hump atop the centre of the distribution tells 
of longer learning. The difference is amplified 
over the next epochs as easy-to-learn cases 
become yet easier and hard-to-learn ever harder. 
Figure 3 shows the distribution of the number of 
presentations until correct response for the same 
training set three epochs later. By now, the 
adaptive tree only responds to a third of the 
training set. Fully a fifth of the training patterns 
lie on the plateau marked by the cutoff threshold: 
these input combinations, once easily learned, 
have become unlearnable. 

5. From Tree to Meshwork 
To remedy the lack of shared signals in a 
monogate tree, one need only duplicate gate 
outputs. The experiments reported here used gates 
with two inputs and two outputs, layered into 
wide-connected networks. In a wide-connected net 
with n inputs per layer and log n layers, every 
input ha~ the potential to influence every output. 
The data flow diagram of a Fast Fourier 
Transform provides an example of wide-
connectivity. 

<insert illustration here: Wide-Connection of 

Eight Channels> 

A wide-connected net with 2048 inputs requires 11 
layers of binary nodes; because the hot spot 
guesser needs only sixty-four outputs, the 
structure reduces to llK nodes, a small enough 
problem to fit comfortably on a personal 
computer. Variants of this structure with as many 
as 28 layers were tested. All behaved similarly: 
the population graphs show that the wide-
connected net needs even fewer presentations than 
the adaptive tree. 

During testing, another possibility for information-
sharing suggested itself: Based on a vague notion 
of avoiding loss of information when a select 
operation discards an unselected branch, the select 
operations were replaced with pass and swap path 
definitions. This alternative was a failure: the 
pass-swap version showed the same saturation as 
that seen in the hyper-trained tree of figure 3. 

Diligent examination of the gate configurations of 
trained networks revealed no signal pathways . that 
might correspond to conjoined signals. Instead, 
separate conjunctions of the same (or logically 
near-equivalent) signals appeared. There was no 
single Centre-Blocked-Type-1 signal. The reason 
soon became apparent: For each training example, 
tentacles of responsibility grope their way from 
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the hot -spot square in quest of ones. They are not 
particular; any one will do, no matter how 
irrelevant-seeming. Pathway formation is 
necessarily sensitive to initial conditions. Wide-
connected networks suffer from the same problem 
as artificial neural networks with multiple hidden 
layers: chaotic adjustments in the middle [Fahlman 
and Lebiere, 1990]. 

Because of the. variety among individually-trained 
classifiers, it is worthwhile to pool the abilities of 
a battery of classifiers. Indeed, Armstrong 
suggested combining the outputs of several trees 
according to voting logic to sharpen response. 
Consensus logic combines signals of similar 
meaning by tallying votes. It is a natural choice 
for combining the results of less-than-perfect 
classifiers when signals such as Centre-Blocked-
Type-! are needed. Recognisers of specific 
compound features perform a stabilising function 
similar to that of the hidden units in an artificial 
neural network. Indeed, the outputs of consensus 
units play the same role as the context units in 
Elman's recurrent network architecture [Elman, 
1990] . The output of a consensus gate is a source 
of stable expertise, and is resistant to frivolous 
change. 

6. Conclusions 
Armstrong's monogates, which function so well in 
adaptive logic trees, learn even faster when linked 
in a wide-connected meshwork. In this 
configuration, they satisfy both theoretical and 
practical requirements of an induction engine for 
classifying chess-board "hot spots". Sharable 
predicates, however, did not emerge, which raises 
the conjecture that the commonalties among 
similar training examples generally fmd 
expression, not as discrete signals, but rather as 
activity over a set of signal pathways. This kind of 
signal, it is surmised, can be generated if needed 
with the help of consensus logic. 
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Phoneme Recognition in Fluent Speech Using 

Time-Delay and Fully Interconnected Neural Networks: A Comparison 

David. B. Grayden 
Department of Electrical & Electronic Engineering 

University of Melbourne 
AUSTRALIA 

d.grayden@ee. mu. oz.au 

Abstract 

Michael. S. Scordilis 
Wire Communications Laboratory 

University of Patras 
GREECE 

m. scordilis@wcl. ee. mu. oz.au 

The development, computational requirements and performance of Time-Delay Neural Networks (fDNN) and Fully 
interconnected Neural Networks (FINN), with same layer structure, were studied for the recognition ofvoiced plosive 
and unvoiced fricative phonemes in continuous speech. Results show that the FINN can be trained to have time-delay 
behaviour at the expense of more computations. 

1. Introduction 
Recognition of sub-word units, such as phonemes, is an 
important part of any continuous speech recognition 
system that handles unrestricted vocabulary. The main 
difficulty in phoneme recognition is the enormous amount 
of variability that exists in fluent speech, and this makes it 
one of the hardest tasks in current pattern recognition 
applications. Coarticulation in speech production 
contributes to the difficulty by causing phonemes to blur 
into each other thus making it hard to locate their extent 
in time. As a result, it is critical that computational 
models have the ability to function successfully even when 
phoneme boundaries cannot be accurately located. 

Recently, artificial neural network architectiJ.res for speech 
recognition have received considerable attention [5]. One 
such model that was designed specifically for overcoming 
temporal alignment problems is the so-called "time-delay 
neural network" (TDNN), which, if properly designed, 
can show considerable invariance to signal misalignment. 
_A_qother model is the fully-interconnected neural network 
(FINN) which is often used for benchmarking against 
other neural models in supervised learning situations. 

This paper presents a systematic comparison of two neural 
network structures, the FINN and TDNN, for the task of 
phoneme recognition in fluent speech. Such comparison is 
necessary for the careful evaluation of the two structures 
in terms of training behaviour, network size, computing 
requirements and recognition performance. Phonemes 
were obtained from TIMIT, a pre-segmented and labelled 
speech corpus. The goal was to detect and recognise the 
phonemes contained in speech when the signal was 
presented in processed features on a frame-by-frame basis. 

2. Speech Features and Neural 
Network Architectures 

The TIMIT corpus, comprising phonernically segmented 
and labelled speech from 630 speakers, was used to 
provide the training and testing sets. The phonemes were 
extracted within a 166 ms segment of speech data with the 
pre-marked onset of each phoneme at a given distance 
from the beginning of the segment. Features used as input 
to the neural networks were extracted via a 256 point 
Hamming window applied at 5 ms intervals across the 
speech segment. An FFT was performed on each 
windowed speech portion giving 30 spectra through the 
segment. The log-magnitude was taken and the spectra 
were re-scaled to a 16 point mel scale. Adjacent spectra 
were averaged to obtain 15 frames of data each 
comprising 10 ms of signal features. Finally, the data was 
normalised to values between -1 and + 1. For these 
experiments, all voiced plosives (b, d, g) and 5000 of the 
unvoiced fricatives (s, sh, f, th, hh1

) were extracted in 
random order from the training set of the speech corpus. 
For evaluation, all occurrences of those phonemes in the 
testing set were used. 

In this work, the FINN was the same as the niultilayer 
perceptron in [3]. It comprised an input, two hidden and 
an output layer, and three connecting sets of weights that 
fully connected every layer to the layer immediately above 
it. The TDNN had the same structure as that used in [4], 
and, in order to facilitate comparison, it consisted of the 
same number of layers and elementary units as the FINN. 
For both structures, the bipolar sigmoid function was 
employed [3]. For each network the input layer consisted 
of 240 (15*16) elements, while the output layer had three 
or five neurons depending on the phonemic class under 
consideration (voiced plosives or unvoiced fricatives). 

1 hh is the glottal fricative 
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This way, for both networks, the first hidden layer had 
104 (13*8) units, while the second hidden layer had 27 
(9*3) neurons for the plosive case and 45 (9*5) neurons 
for the fricative network. The interconnection structure of 
the FINN necessitated many more connection weights 
than the TDNN. Specifically, from the input layer to the 
first hidden layer the FINN had five times the number of 
the corresponding TDNN weight connections. From the 
first hidden layer to the second hidden layer the FINN had 
2.6 times more weight connections. 

The architectural specifications of the developed neural 
networks are summarised in Table I. The number of 
multiplication and sigmoid operations per pass for the 
three networks are listed in Table 11, where it can be seen 
that while the FINN had the same number of elements and 
thus required the same number of surnmations and 
sigmoid operations as the TDNN, it required about 4.5 
times the number of multiplications as the TDNN. 

3. Neural Network Training 
Several techniques were introduced in the standard back-
propagation algorithm for speeding up the training phase. 
The McClelland error as outlined in [2] was used to 
remove local minima problems and it also increased the 
training speed when the error was large. Dynamic epsilon 
adjustment was used where the value of epsilon was 
updated for each node depending on the delta values of 
the weights feeding into it, and training was skipped for 
samples that produced only small error. The number of 
samples passed through the network between weight 
adjustments was also fixed and made equal to the number 
of classes to be classified (three for the plosives; five for 
the unvoiced fricatives). 

Significant improvement in the rate of convergence was 
achieved by calculating the momentum term as an 
accumulation of the back-propagation passes. This way, 
each weight derivative was added to an array which was 
used when updating weights and, after updating weights, 
the value of the sum was multiplied by a momentum 
factor rather than clearing all past values. Further back-
propagation passes were then added to this value so that 
previous passes still had some diminishing effect on later 
ones. This increased the convergence rate by about one 
order of magnitude when compared to the conventional 
momentum approach (3 , 2]. 

Due to the weight averaging performed, the TDNN 
generally took many more iterations to train than the 
FINN. Moreover, for training sets of I 000 samples or 
more the TDNN failed to converge. On the other hand, 
the FINN trained much faster, and after only 100 training 
epochs over the full set of 5804 samples of voiced 
plosives, the resulting average squared error reduced to 
less than 0.05, which was the limit set for training 
termination. 

4. Comparison of Performances 
The time-invariance of the TDNN is a useful property that 
has already been extensively tested in other works [ 4]. In 
this work, the question of whether the FINN could also be 
made to develop tolerance to temporal misalignment was 
also addressed. For this purpose, the FINN was also 
trained for phoneme onset positions located ±1 frames 
from the nominal position, and it was contrasted against 
the performance of similarly trained TDNN. 

The performance of networks trained with only correctly 
aligned phonemic data was first tested. For the TDNN, 
best average recognition for voiced plosives was 88.4% 
and for unvoiced fricatives it reached 91.1%. For the 
FINN, recognition for the voiced plosives was 89.6% and 
for the unvoiced fricatives 92.5%. Thus, for aligned test 
data the FINN outperformed the TDNN by about 1.3%. 
For misaligned speech data, as can be seen in Figure I, for 
voiced plosives the performance of the FINN dropped 
much faster that the TDNN which performed substantially 
better even for small amounts of misalignment. 

The ability of the standard FINN to develop tolerance to 
temporal misalignment was tested by training the network 
with aligned data and with data up to two frames away 
from the nominal phonemic onset positions. Although 
this approach increased the training time, after training it 
resulted in structures with better overall recognition 
performance and with increased tolerance to misaligned 
data. For training data with up to ±2 offset frames for 
voiced plosives, the FINN outperformed the TDNN by 
1.6% and it achieved recognition performance of 90%. 
Moreover, for misalignments of up to three frames the 
FINN exhibited time-delay properties, while still 
outperforming the TDNN. The behaviour of the TDNN 
when trained for misaligned data was also tested but its 
improvement was only marginal. 

Similar properties were obtained for unvoiced fricatives 
trained with up to ±2 offset frames. Here; the FINN 
reached a peak recognition rate of 92.7% and it developed 
time-delay properties which were better than the TDNN 
for up to three offset frames, as shown in Figure 2. As it 
can be observed, the acoustic differences between plosives 
and fricatives cause the recognition curve of the plosives 
to peak distinctly for correct alignment. This is due to the 
shorter duration of plosives compared to fricatives, the 
dynamic nature of plosives (closure+ burst), and the fact 
that the identity of a plosive is essentially provided by its 
neighbourhood, all of which are factors that make stops 
more sensitive to offset and hence harder to recognise 
than other sounds [ 1] . 

5. Summary and Conclusion 
A detailed comparison of the computational requirements 
and behaviour of two neural network structures, the FINN 
and TDNN, has been presented. The task was the 
recognition of voiced plosives and unvoiced fricatives of 
fluent speech from the TIMIT database. The TDNN was 
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generally slower than the FINN in training. Both 
networks achieved similarly high performance for aligned 
phonemes. Significant differences in performance 
between the similarly trained networks appeared when 
phonemes became misaligned. The TDNN showed much 
better performance although this also decreased with 
increased misalignment. However, the FINN was capable 
of exhibiting quite good time-delay properties while 
maintaining high recognition performance when trained 
with additional slightly misaligned speech material. This 
came at the cost of greater computational requirements 
due to that network's increased connectivity. For both 
networks, the computational load of sigmoid operations 
was discounted as that function can be piece-wise linearly 
approximated and evaluated with the use of look-up 
tables. 

The network performance curves for the recognition of 
plosives and fricatives showed considerable differences for 
negative offsets. This is due to the acoustic differences 
between the two phoneme classes considered. 

This paper has shown that phoneme recognition using 
neural networks ·can be made increasingly tolerant to 
misaligned data either by training a standard FINN 
network with the appropriate aligned and misaligned 
representations or by utilising a TDNN which requires 
substantially fewer computations, and whose architecture 
achieves that by properly determined internal averaging 
operations. 
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Input Hidden Hidden Output 
Network Class Layer Layer 1 Layer 2 Layer Elements 

15 13 9 3 or 5. frames 
FINN 16 8 3 or 5 1 Wlits 

- - - - time-delays 

15 13 9 3 or 5. frames 
TDNN 16 8 3 or 5' 1 Wlits 

3 5 - - time-delays 

Table L Structural Parameters of the Neural Networks ( • relates to unvoiced fricatives) 

Network Class Multiplications Summations & Sigmoid Operations 

FINN 27849 or 29865• 134 or 154• 
TDNN 6072 or 6792 134 or 154 

Table n. Computational Requirements of the Neural Networks (·relates to unvoiced fricatives) 
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Target Identification using Neural Nets and C4.5 
Arthur Filippidis, Land, Spaee and Optoelectronics Division, 
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PO Box 1500, Salisbury, South Australia, 5108, 

Fax (08) 259 5055. 

Abstract 

This paper addresses the application of Linear Prediction with the Backpropagation Neural Network (BPNN) and C4.5 for 
distinguishing jet and propeller driven aircraft using Doppler spectra derived .from a Continuous-wave (Of) Coherent (X band) 
Radar. To verify the BPNN's and C4.5's classification of the data random noise was added to the Doppler data and results .from 
both techniques compared 

1 Introduction 

The aim of this paper is to examine the application of Linear 
Prediction (LP) . together with two machine learning 
techniques, the backpropagation neural network (BPNN) and 
C4.5 in distinguishing jet and propeller driven aircraft using 
Doppler spectra derived from a Continuous-wave (CW) radar. 
To determine how sensitive both systems are to the Signal to 
Noise Ratio (SNR), varying amounts of random noise was 
added to the radar data. Due to the complex nature of the 
Doppler data, LP is used to preprocess it before being input 
into either the backpropagation neural network or C4.5, 
which have been trained with the same data to identify targets 
as being either propeller or jet aircrafts. C4.5 is a machine 
ieaming method [1,2) that represents the acquired knowledge 
as decision trees. A Decision tree is a directed graph 
consisting of nodes and directed arcs. The nodes frequently 
correspond to a question or a test. 

Doppler modulation [3) is not only caused by flight motion 
(i.e. difference in Doppler frequency of each point scatterer 
around the aircraft), but also by rotating machinery which is 
dependent on engine speed, the motion of the propeller and 
compressor, or tuibine blades. So when we use a coherent 
radar, we obtain a continuous Doppler spectrum due to the 
rate of change of the vector sum of the echoes from scattering 
points together with a distinct Doppler line which is 
associated with the average echo due to the radial velocity of 
ihe target. 

From the Continuous-wave radar we obtain a high resolution 
Doppler signature measurement. Signal processing 
techniques [1] such as Fourier analysis and LP can be used to 
characterise the Doppler modulation of radar echoes from 
air-borne target returns. The processed signal characteristics 
will provide an insight into distinguishing features between 
airborne targets with jet engines and propellers. Refer to the 
FFT spectrums (real part) of a commercial jet (at an aspect 
angle of 20 degrees) and propeller driven aircraft (aspect 
angle 7.7 degrees) shown in Figures 1 and 3. Their 
corresponding linear prediction spectral estimates are shown 
in Figures 2 and 4 respectively. 

Jet aircraft modulation [3) is produced by the compressor or 
tuibine blades of the engine. Since compressor and turbines 
contain relatively large numbers of blades rotating at high 
angular velocities, the modulation frequencies will be much 
higher than those of propeller driven aircraft. 

At small aspect angles (0-10 degrees) the propeller spectrum 
is confined mostly to the region around the airframe line 
(Refer to Figure 3), and at larger angles it is much wider 
spread into the region lower in frequency than the airframe 
line. The modulation sidebands produced by the jet engine 
compressor stage or turbine blades are spaced at different 
frequencies about the aiiftame line (usually more spread out 
than a propeller driven aircraft). Refer to Figure 1. 

The body Doppler (or airframe line) is obtained using the 
following Doppler equation: 

fdop = (2*vel* fc)! c 

where, 
vel = Radial velocity 
fc = Operating .frequency ofCW Radar (9.83 GHz) 
c = Speed of light. 

For example, the commercial jet whose spectrum is shown in 
Figure 1 was travelling at a radial velocity of 140 m/sec, using 
the above equation the body Doppler frequency is calculated 
as being 9.174 KHz. It is apparent (from Figure 1) that the 
harmonics are more spread out due to the jet engine 
compressor stages producing different harmonics, spaced at 
different frequencies with respect to the body Doppler. 
Similarly the propeller driven target whose spectrum is shown 
in Figure 3 was travelling at a radial velocity of 50 m/sec, 
giving a body Doppler of3.27 KHz. 
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Figure 1: The FFf spectnun (real part) of a commercial jet 
aircraft at an aspect angle of 20 degrees. 
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Figure 2: The linear prediction spectral estimate of a 
commercial jet shown in Figure 1. 

The basic idea of Linear Prediction (LP) [5,6] analysis is that 
a signal sample can be approximated as a linear combination 
of past signals by minimising the sum of the squared 
differences (over a finite interval of time) between the actual 
signal and the linearly predicted data Once predictor 
constants are computed then an all pole model can be 
developed to fit the data 

Doppler spectra of returns from the Continuous-wave radar 
can be modelled using LP. In this particular application, the 
LP is basically acting as a smoother rather than a high order 
spectral estimator, since the model order is small. 
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Figure 3: The FFr spectrum (real part) of a propeller driven 
aircraft at an aspect angle of 7. 7 degrees. 
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Figure 4: The linear prediction spectral estimate of a 
propeller driven aircraft shown in Figure 3. 

The idea of using FFr together with LP comes from a paper 
[7] by D. Nandagopal, presented in Radarcon 90 in which he 
describes an experimental study of the characterisation of 
Doppler returns from flat rotating blades carried out in 
Microwave Radar Division of DSTO. One dominant feature 
of radar echoes from rotating blades was the presence of a 
"plateau" in the frequency spectrum. The plateau of the radar 
returns is due to the variable Doppler contributions of the 
blades. Signal processing characteristics such as Fourier 
Transforms and Linear Prediction were used to characterise 
the Doppler modulation of radar echoes from rotating blades. 
The smoothed LP plots clearly defined the edges, lengths and 
heights of the plateau regions in Nandagopals [7] application 
(from which the identity of the rotating blade could be 
determined). Whereas in this application the smoothed plots 
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were used as inputs into the backpropagation neural network 
and C4.5 over a defined frequency period. 

2 Experimental Procedure 

Three trials to collect data from the CW radar were organised 
on the same day and times of the week. Doppler data for six 
jet and eight propeller driven aircraft were collected. Two 
types of airborne targets (propeller driven and commercial 
jets) were tracked using the CW radar that is located at 
Defence Science and Technology Organisation (DSTO). The 
range was not greater than 40run, and the aspect angles were 
not greater than 50 degrees with respect to the front of the 
aircraft. 

The radar. used to collect the Doppler records is an X Band 
(9.83 GHz) CW system developed at the Microwave Radar 
Division of the DSTO using two six foot diameter antennas. 
The elevation on the azimuth mount is slaved with a servo 
loop to the FPS-16 Tracking Radar which directs the 
antennas at the target being tracked. Radar data records were 
taken from each experiment which consists of a combination 
ofFPS-16 range, azimuth, aspect angle, aspect rate, and time 
the target was tracked. Each second the radar collected 640k 
bytes of complex data (In Phase and Quadrature). The radar 
frequency was set to 9.83 GHz. An AID sample rate of 50 
kHz permits an adequate Doppler Spectrum for signal 
processing without aliasing. 

3 Using BPNN And C4.5 

The BPNN and C4.5 methods are used to identify targets 
from the processed Doppler modulation as being either jet or 
propeller driven aircraft. Figure 5 shows the Doppler data 
obtained from the CW radar is preprocessed before the eleven 
data values at selected frequencies are input into both the 
BPNN and C4.5. Both methods have been trained with the 
same test data using supervised learning. The BPNN consists 
of eleven neurons in the input layer, eight neurons in the 
hidden layer and one neuron in the output layer. The real part 
of the complex data from the CW radar (Doppler modulation) 
\Yas selected and processed for the target being tracked (for 
nose aspects less than 50 degrees). The FFT of the LP 
coefficients were calculated and plotted. Because most of the 
important modulation information on all recorded targets was 
present between 2000 and 12000 Hz, and radar noise was 
present for frequencies less than 400 Hz for some targets, 
eleven data values were selected (relative to the noise floor) 
between the frequency values of 2000-12000 Hz in 1000 Hz 
intervals as inputs to the BPNN and C4.5 techniques. 

The trial data consisted of fourteen targets in total, six jet and 
eight propeller aircraft. The training sets were made up of the 
processed Doppler data (using LP) from thirteen of the targets 
and the test sets from the one remaining aircraft (not included 
in the training set). This process was repeated fourteen times 
to obtain fourteen different combinations of test and training 
data Both C4.5 and the BPNN were tested and trained on the 
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same test and training data sets. Using supervised learning. 
both methods were trained to produce an output of "1" for jet 
aircraft and "0" for propeller driven aircraft. 

To verify that both methods were classi1}'ing the data correctly 
the following test was performed on the processed trial data 
obtained from the CW radar. Random noise (0.5, 1.0, 2.0) 
was added (using matlab software) to the CW radar (real) 
data stored in an array. (Note the maximum real magnitude 
value is 12). 
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Figure 5: BPNN, C4.5 based identification system. 

4 Results 

Figures 6(a) and 6(b) display the output results from the 
BPNN and C4.5 (shown on Y axis) respectively when varying 
amounts of noise (i.e. no noise,0.5,1.0,2.0) is added to the 
CW radar data for the fourteen targets (shown on X axis). 

The BPNN was initially trained on the fourteen target 
training sets with no noise. It took 20000 iterations to 
correctly train on each of the fourteen training sets. Thirteen 
of the fourteen target test sets were correctly classified (92% 
accuracy). Target number five (refer to Fig. 6(a)) was 
incorrectly classified as a propeller driven aircraft. Examining 
target five's radar attributes, an aspect angle (of 49 degrees) 
lying at the extremes of what is considered a good nose aspect 
angle for approaching targets was noted. Hence a possxble 
explanation for the incorrect output classification by the 
BPNN. Increasing input noise of the data (to a maximum of 
16% of the input signal i.e. noise=2.0) produced some 
variations but didn't make significant changes to the output of 
the BPNN (compared to the one with no input noise). 
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Figure 6(a): Output results from the BPNN (y axis) when 
varying amounts of noise (none, 0.5,1.0,2.0) is added to the 
radar data of each of the fourteen aircrafts (x axis), and (b) the 
output from C4.5 when the same test and training data is 
present (with and without noise). 

In the case with no noise C4.5 correctly classified twelve of 
the fourteen targets (86% accuracy).Titis compares with a 
92% accuracy using the BPNN. However C4.5 incorrectly 
classified the propeller driven aircraft, numbers two and three 
with "good" radar aspect angles, which makes these two 
output results even worse. Unlike the BPNN, C4.5 incorrectly 
classified two of the targets in each of the fourteen training 
sets, indicating that it was only able to correctly classify 86% 
of the training data Adding noise to the CW radar stored in 
an array (up to 16% of the input signal) and inputting the 
preprocessed data into C4.5 produced inconsistent output 
results. Accuracy rates of 86o/o, SOo/o, 57% and 78% were 
noted as input noise was increased from no noise,O.S,l.O,and 
2.0 respectively. 

Figures 7(a)-7(d) compare the errors between the outputs of 
C4. 5 and the neural network techniques as the input noise is 
increased progressively from 0, to 2.0. Referring to figures 
7(a), (b), (c) and (d), as the noise increases from 0, 0.5, 1.0 
and 2.0 the number of targets with errors greater than 50% 
between the two techniques are 3, 7, 7, and 9 respectively. 
Hence the error between the outputs of the targets using C4. 5 
and the neural network techniques has increased from an 
initia121% with no input noise, 35% with an input noise of 
0.5 and 1.0, to 69% with the maximum input noise of2.0. 
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Figure 7(a): The error between C4.5 and the neural network 
outputs for each of the 14 targets when noise=O. 
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Figure 7(b): The error between C4.5 and the neural network 
outputs for each of the 14 targets when noise=0.5. 
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outputs for each of the 14 targets when noise=l.O. 
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outputs for each of the 14 targets when noise=2.0. 

5 Conclusion 

This paper has investigated two machine learning based 
identification systems, in the presence of varying amounts of 
noise, for automatic allocation of identity of airborne targets 
using Doppler data. 

Although the BPNN required more training presentations and 
so training for it required several orders of magnitude more 
time to train than C4.5, its accuracy (92% for BPNN 
compared to 86% for C4.5 when no noise is present) is 
superior, especially when dealing with noisy data. 

As discussed in section 4 results from Figures 6 and 7 
indicate that the BPNN is a more robust classifier when it 
comes to classifying noisy signals when compared to C4.5. 

One advantage C4.5 has over BPNN is that decision trees are 
more easily comprehended and hence accepted more readily 
by some researchers [1 ], while networks of weights are hard 
to interpret and thus considered by some as a ''black box". 
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Another drawback of using the BPNN is that the path taken 
by steepest descent to reach a solution can zigzag so much 
that the path does not move significantly towards the solution, 
particularly in the presence of valleys in the error surface [1]. 
Hence, depending on the training data, training time can be 
significantly greater than that of C4.5. 

In conclusion the results for the BPNN using the limited 
target numbers are very promising, especially when dealing 
with noisy radar data which is quite a common problem in the 
real world. However, further investigations are necessary 
using large number of targets before drawing definitive 
conclusions. 
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Abstract 

Units of software are represented as points in a multidimensional space, by 

calculating 12 measures of software complexity for each unit. Two large 

sets of commercial software are thereby represented as 2236 and 4456 12-

ary vectors respectively. These two sets of vectors are then clustered by a 

variety of competitive neural networks. It is found that the software does 

not fall into any simple set of clusters, but that a complex pattern of 

clustering emerges. These clusters give a view of the structural similarity 

of units of code in the data sets. 

Keywords: Competitive Neural Networks, Self Organizing Neural Networks, Software 

Complexity Metrics, Clustering. 
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1. Introduction 

In this paper we examine whether units of software fall into natural clusters when represented by a set of 

complexity measures. This work extends an analysis [17] in which 'C' source code was mapped onto 

vectors in a 12 dimensional space, and then clustered using a simple competitive neural network. The 

authors of [ 17] found that the vectors were represented by 3 code vectors, which they then labelled as 

identifying Standard, Marginal and Non-Standard code. If legitimate, such a classification has obvious 

value as a tool for software maintenance and system engineering. 

We begin by attempting to replicate the results of [17], following the method described therein. Our 

work then extends this analysis in two ways: 

i) The source code used is two large sets of commercial software, giving the opportunity to 

evaluate the stability of the results with respect to the selection of software. 

ii) The clustering methods used make use of several different types of self organising neural 

network, to give results less dependent on the limitations of one particular algorithm. 

Incidentally we are also able to make a limited comparative evaluation of four different self organising 

neural networks. 

1.1 The Data 

The first data set is a set of 2,236 procedures drawn from a single software product written in the 

proprietary Nortel language PROTEL, a block structured language designed for the control of 

telecommunication systems. The second set is of 4,456 PROTEL procedures drawn from a variety of 

Nortel software products. As in [17], the method and metrics used are language independent. 

1.2 Networks Used 

We use four self organising networks with a variety of parameter settings. The networks chosen, with 

the motivation for their choice, are: 
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A simple competitive net (SCN): to attempt to replicate the original results of [17]. 

• A competitive net with a conscience mechanism - Frequency Sensitive Competitive Net 

(FSCN): to examine if the small number of nodes used in the SCN classification and the 

concomitant dead units could be overcome. 

• A self organising map (SOM): to investigate if a global order was present in the representation 

space. 

Fuzzy ART: to avoid prescribing the number of categorising units to be used. 

1.3 Organisation of the Paper 

Section 2 of the paper deals with the motivation for finding clusters in the complexity space. First, the 

use of software complexity measures is discussed. This is followed by a brief discussion of the 

complexity measures used and an overview of the original work of [ 17]. The section concludes with a 

description of the extraction of the metrics from the source code, together with their mapping to the final 

12-ary vectors used as inputs to the classifiers. 

Section 3 describes the networks used and the parameter settings investigated. 

Section 4 discusses the results obtained from the experimental work. 

Section 5 concludes the paper. 

2. Background 

2.1 Why use software metrics? 

Improving software product quality and performance and development team productivity has become a 

primary priority for almost every organisation that relies on computers [13]. As the size and complexity 

of software systems grows, then the management of these systems becomes ever more vital. For 

instance, the US NASA Space Shuttle software system required 25.6 million lines of code, 22,096 staff-

years of effort, and cost $1.2 billion [15]. Some typical software system details are given in Table I 
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below. With the large capital investment necessary to develop such systems, it is clear how important it 

is to have control over the whole development process. Software measurement is a valuable technique 

that can be used to understand, guide, control and improve software development [11], and many metrics 

have been proposed, including those which are based on complexity and used here. 

Product Application Size Cost 

(million lines of code) ($millions) 

Space Shuttle Control Software 25.6 1 200 

Operating System, 2-5 150-350 

Large Communication System 

Mid-sized Communication 1-2 50- 100 

System 

Data Base System, 0.4- 1 9-22 

Compiler 

Transaction Monitor 0.2-0.4 5-10 

Table I: Typica1 Software Application Size and Investment, adapted from [13] 

2.2 Metrics Used 

One of the motivations of the study reported here was to replicate the results of Sheppard and Simpson 

[17] and to do so it was necessary to use the same representation as they had employed. Twelve metrics 

were used in [17] and thus the same twelve were used for this work. The measures include McCabe's 

Cyclomatic Complexity (V g) [12], Halstead's Software Science measures [7,8], and a number of others 

including a simple count of lines of code, and a measure called the Control Density of the code - a ratio 

of V g to lines of code. 
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Halstead's measures were developed as an approach to analysing software independently of the 

programming language used, and thus the results should not differ between the 'C' code used in [17] and 

the PR01EL code used for this study. 

The twelve measures of complexity calculated for each procedure are shown in Table ll. 

LOC number of lines of code 

V_g McCabe's cvclomatic complexity measure 

D 
__!:I_ Control Density of code 
LOC 

nl number of unique o(lerators 

nz number of unique operands 

N1 total number of operators 

Nz total number of operands 

n n1 + n2 , the vocabulary of the procedure 

N N1 + N2 , the length of the procedure 

V N(lo_g n). the volume of the procedure 
2 n2 

i - x- program level 
nl N2 
V 

E 
--;:- effort 
L 

Table II: Complexity measures used 

Lines of code (LOC) is the simplest of the measures, and provides information on the size of the program. 

It includes both the executable and the comment lines. This measure is not particularly useful on its own 

as it will obviously vary according to the programmer' s style, but it can give an indication of complexity. 

McCabe's Cyclomatic Complexity (V g) is based on the control-flow graph of a prograrn/procedure. A 

simpler version of V g• which is calculated by counting the decision points in a function (e.g. IF, FOR, 
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WHILE, CASE) and adding 1, was used in [ 17) and is therefore used for this work. V g is not a sufficient 

measure of software complexity on its own as it ignores the effects of nesting, however, a set of possible 

standards have been supplied to use when analysing code with V g [9). 

Control Density (D) is a measure that combines both LOC and V g. Its interpretation in [17] proved to be 

somewhat uncertain. A high densit)' should indicate a high complexity, however according to their results 

the opposite was true. Their results deemed it to be the significant feature when classifying Standard code 

- a high value of D was found in all the procedures that they classified as Standard. 

The next nine measures are all Halstead's Software Science measures. They include the following: various 

measures which count operators and operands; a measure of the volume (size) of the function , based on an 

estimate of the number of bits required to store the function in memory; the program level of the function, 

intended to give an indication of how difficult it is to understand the function; and the effort of the function, 

based on both the volume and the program level, which gives an indication of the effort required to write the 

function. 

When taken together these twelve measures do not form an independent set; the last five measures are all 

calculated from the number of operators/operands in the code and D is the quotient of the two preceding 

measures in the table. We include all twelve because, as observed by Moore [14), all clusterers that rely on 

one of the normal distance metrics to measure similarity of inputs can only ever find first order correlations 

between vectors. In order to find second or higher order correlations it is necessary to explicitly represent 

these in the training set. An implication of this is that blocks of code that had a similar D measure, for 

example, would not be clustered unless D is represented as a field in the input vector. 
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2.3 Sheppard and Simpson•s work 

A simple competitive net was used. Competitive learning was developed to identify features in the input 

space without the need to explicitly train the network to recognise these features. During training, nodes 

within the network compete amongst themselves to respond to the input vector, and the node that 

subsequently wins this competition then has a feature associated with it. This continues until the 

network has developed a set of feature detectors which account for all of the input space. During recall 

the net will receive an input vector containing a learned feature, the activity of the network will then lead 

to a node becoming active, thereby identifying which of the features is present in that input vector. 

Over 4,000 functions written in C were analysed, and these were taken from approximately 20 different 

programs, written by different programming teams. The net consisted of twelve input nodes and twelve 

output units. Nine of the output nodes were found not to be involved in the classification process. This 

may have been indicative of three natural clusters in the input space, but could have been caused by the 

limitations of the particular algorithm used. A second network was then constructed with twelve input 

nodes and three output nodes, and the results were the same. 

The three categories identified were Standard (95.1% of code analysed), Marginal (4.75%), and Non-

Standard (0.15%). Standard code was based on the value of D, and in fact classified code with a high 

control density which was contrary to what was expected. Marginal code was based on the values of n 1 

and n, meaning that the vocabulary was excessive. Non-Standard code had a high value for lines of code 

and V g. 

2.4 Pre-processing the data 

This task accounted for over 50% of the effort expended on this work. Because PROTEL procedures can 

be of a user-defined type, it was necessary to develop a parser to correctly identify all the procedures in 

order to then record the information. 
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Six of the twelve metrics were recorded for each procedure: a count of the lines of code (LOC); a measure 

of McCabe's Cyclomatic Complexity (V g); a simple count of the unique operators (nt) and operands 

(n2); and a cumulative total of operators (Nt) and operands (N2). The remaining six metrics were 

calculated from these. It should be noted that once the parser had been developed, the additional effort 

required to derive these remaining six metrics from the six recorded by the parser was trivial. See below 

for details of how the final vectors were produced. 

2.5 The vectors produced 

Each procedure is therefore represented by a : 2-ary vector. Within a data set the vectors of raw measures 

are not used since they widely differ in magnitude; rather each feature is represented as a proportion of the 

largest value for that feature. Specifically for the raw set of vectors: V raw ;::;; {V;} the actual vectors used 

are· V;::;; { V; } . mr(vij) 

3. Networks Used 

3.1 Self Organising Neural Networks 

There is now a whole range of neural network architectures that are self-organising. In these networks 

the output units, or more precisely the weight vectors of these units, move in the input space so as to 

minimise a cost function. The input vectors are then classified into clusters according to which output 

unit is closest. Problems arise when using such networks to find clusters in two respects: 

The number of output units may influence the number of clusters that will be found in the input. 

The network may converge on a poor classification of the input, with some of the output units not 

participating in the final classification. Such units are said to be dead. 
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A variety of methods have been proposed to overcome these problems, including: feature mapping [10], a 

conscience mechanism [6], and Adaptive Resonance Theorem (ART) [2]. 

We make use of four different networks to cluster the input. These are: 

• Simple Competitive Net 

the network uses Euclidean distance to find the winning unit and the winning unit moves 

towards the input. 

• Frequency Sensitive Competitive Net: a simple competitive net with a conscience mechanism 

the measure of success of a unit in the competition to classify an input is scaled by a factor 

inversely proportional to its historical success. 

Self Organising Map [ 1 0] 

the units are arranged in a two dimensional grid, with a winning unit pulling its neighbours 

with it as it moves. 

• Fuzzy ART [3] 

a version of ART for continuous valued inputs using the fuzzy set theoretic measure of 

intersection. 

These four networks are described in more detail below. 

3.2 Simple Competitive Net 

Initially the net consists of a set of nodes with small random initial weig1ns. When an input is presented 

the winning node is selected as that with greatest similarity to the input. The winner is then modified to 

become more similar to the input. We use Euclidean distance as the measure of similarity and therefore 

simply move the weight vector of the winner towards the input in Euclidean space. The size of the 

update is determined by a learning rate. 
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For input x and weight vectors: { w i} i the winner, w i* is defined by: 'l:ti •lwi* -xi ::;; lw i - xl 
The change in the weight vectors is then given by: 

if i = i * then dw i = p( x - w i) where p is the learning rate 

else aw. = 0 
l 
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This type of network is prone to poor classifications, due partly to the problem of dead units - units 

that accidentally never win in the competition and thus never move towards the inputs 

3.3 Frequency Sensitive Competitive Net 

In order to overcome the above problem one mechanism, originally suggested in [6], is to make it harder 

for frequently winning units to win again. This is done by subtracting a bias term from each unit, that is 

proportional to the number of times the unit has won. Stabilisation can be problem with this method 

and we follow the scheme suggested in [5]. Here the bias is defined by: 

Where yis a problem specific parameter, N is the total number of units and Fi is the win count of unit i 

A potential problem with this type of network is that the biasing mechanism, whilst producing 

reasonable code vectors for the data set, may obscure natural clustering in the data. 

3.4 Self Organising Map 

In a SOM the output units are arranged in a fixed topology, usually a two dimensional grid. We use a 

grid, wrapped around at the boundaries. Winning units pull their neighbours in the grid with them, 

towards the input. The neighbourhood of a unit should initially be set to a large fraction of the output 

space and decrease over time. A useful heuristic for setting the neighbourhood is that it should start at 

roughly half the output space and decrease to unity, to ensure global order [16]. We use a ten by ten 
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SOM and therefore initialise the neighbourhood to five. We also include a conscience mechanism as 

described in section 3.3, with r set to one initially, and reduced in line with the neighbourhood 

reduction. 

A successfully trained SOM provides more information than the other networks used here. The SOM not 

only captures clustering in the input space but also the relative position of these clusters, which can be 

located from their position in the output space. 

3.5 Fuzzy ART 

Fuzzy ART is an extension of the basic ART algorithm to allow for continuous, rather than binary, data. 

In the original ARTl network, proximity is measured by the dot product, or equivalently by mapping the 

Boolean AND over both vectors and by taking Norm 1 of the result. In Fuzzy ART the fuzzy logic AND 

connective, min, is used to extend the method to real values. This formulation of similarity is unusual and 

a little inconsistent, since the resulting measure is not the canonical Norm 1 metric. It has arisen here in 

order to maintain the biological inspiration of the original ART model. It would be interesting to 

investigate the implication of using the Fuzzy Art similarity measure in a conventional clusterer, but this 

is outside the scope of this particular study. 

The algorithm then is: 

1. Begin with a set of units, all of which are disabled. 

2. For each epoch and each input vector 

2.1 Select from the enabled units the unit that is closest to the input. Check if this unit 

satisfies the vigilance test. If not, select the next closest enabled unit and recheck. 

2.1 .1 If no enabled unit satisfies the vigilance test, commit one of the disabled units 

and set it equal to the input. If no disabled units exists continue from 2. 

2.2 If a winner is found move it towards the input. 
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Three details must be specified: 

• Proximity: the closeness, d (x,w) of the input x to the unit w is defined by : 

llxAwll, 
d(x,w)= t:+llwll, 

wherellxll1 =LX;, XAw=(min(x;,W;));an' t:isasmallvaluetobreakties. 

• Vigilance: the unit w, satisfies the vigilance t.:.st for input x, if: 

llx A wll, < 0 
llxllt -

where o is the vigilance parameter 

• Movement: the winner, w, moves towards the input x, according to: 

w'=X/\W 

The behaviour of the net is determined by the value of the vigilance parameter and the number of nodes in 

the initial disabled set. In our experiments we used a pool of nodes greater than required, and a variety of 

vigilance parameters. 
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Fuzzy ART is appealing as the clusters are formed dynamically but the algorithm has some specific 

problems. As noted in [14] the weight vectors drift towards the origin. This is due to the update rule: 

components of weight vectors are monotonically decreasing. As described in [2] some of the difficulties of 

this can be overcome by complementary coding; but this has the unfortunate side effect of doubling the 

length of the input vectors and thereby rendering the resulting clusters difficult to compare with those 

produced on the original vectors by the other models. 
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4. Results and Discussion 

All results reported here for those nets with random initialisations (all those except Fuzzy Art) are typical 

runs. No significant divergences from the reported behaviour were observed. 

The results obtained from the simple competitive net were radically different from the other three nets. 

The SCN found a simple pattern of 4 clusters whilst a more complex pattern emerged with the other 

networks - all found numerous clusters in the data. As demonstrated by the more sophisticated 

clusterers, this was the result of an inherent tendency of the SCN to not utilise some of its units; all the 

other networks have mechanisms for dealing with dead units. The FSCN and the SOM produced very 

similar clusters. Fuzzy ART produced many more clusters than any of the other nets, and clustered the 

data in a different way from the FSCN/SOM. The results are now given in more detail. 

Figure 1: The number of clusters by three SCNs 
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Figure 2: 2236 Vectors set, classified by four networks 
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Figure 3: 4456 vectors classified by four networks 
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4.1 SCN 

This experiment was an attempt to replicate the results obtained in [17] and so the net was initialised for 

both data sets with 12 units. In both cases only four of the twelve units were used. The clusters were 

identified as follows: Node 1 clustered "average" procedures, i.e. those with no particularly special 

features; Node 2 clustered procedures with a large language content compared to their size; Node 3 

clustered very small procedures - those with less than 10 lines; and Node 4 clustered very large 

procedures - those with large values for all the measures. 

4.2 FSCN 

For both data sets the net was initialised with 100 units, all of which were used after training. For the 

smaller data set the resulting clusters ranged in size from 43 vectors to 8, with a uniform spread. 

4.3 SOM 

Again 100 units were used, this time arranged in a ten by ten grid. The initial neighbourhood was set to 

five and decreased over the training time to one. After training, two units of both nets did not participate 

in the classification. The classification produced was quite similar to the FSCN. However with the 

SOM additional proximity information could be inferred from the position of the classifying nodes in the 

SOM grid. For example, two vectors grouped by Fuzzy ART were found to be classified by adjacent 

nodes in the SOM. 

4.4 Fuzzy Art 

The net was trained over both data sets with two seti:ags 0£ the vigilance parameter: 0.4 and 0.6, and a 

pool of 2000 uncommitted nodes. As expected the n ~t .. ··roduced more clusters with the higher vigilance 

than lower. Table III below details the results from t11e two data sets. 
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Data set 2236 vectors 4456 vectors 

Vicilance 0.4 0.6 0.4 0.6 

Total Number of nodes 155 227 619 930 

Number of Dead Units 17 17 70 252 

Table III: Nodes used by Fuzzy ART 

It is noticeable that the number of clusters found is not linear in the size of the data set; the net may be 

identifying increased variation in the larger data set, due to its multi-product source. 

A problem with the Fuzzy ART network becomes apparent when the weight vectors of the classifying 

u.nits are examined - they are generally very small. The mean weight vector for the smaller data set and 

vigilance 0.4 is: 

(0.026, 0.003, 0.120, 0.062, 0.031, 0.036, 0.079, 0.040, 0.024, 0.031, 0.031, 0.001) with length 0.178. 

This compares with the mean vector for the raw data set: 

(0.076, 0.034, 0.245, 0.101, 0.075, 0.071, 0.126, 0.079, 0.057, 0.150, 0.140, 0.013) with length 0.394. 

Another major difference between the earlier nets and Fuzzy ART is that the former are sensitive to 

frequency densities in the input space: if an area of the input space is heavily populated then many units 

will move there. This is not the case with Fuzzy Art, since a single unit will classify an area if all the 

vectors within it are sufficiently close and satisfy the vigilance test. 
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5. Conclusions 

This work highlights the care with which unsupervised clustering must be undertaken. It is clear that 

resultant clusters are highly dependent on the architecture and parameter settings used. In particular SCNs 

may give unrepresentative results due to the problems \Jr dead units. 

Some of the limitations of using the ART type archite_ -·"'are described above and it is difficult to make 

a direct comparison due to the different distance met···-; used. The FSCN and the SOM gave similar 

results, with the SOM providing additional information: the topological map. 

These methods do not provide a simple way of partitioning software unit~ on their complexity, however 

the pattern of similarity could be potentially useful ' locating procedures of related complexity. A 

similar application of neural networks to discover the ·cation of software clones is described in [4]. 

A further, related project, undertaken at the Univen r Hertfordshire, to investigate neural network 

clustering resulted in the development of a nm _: __ :erarchical neural network architecture that 

autonomously sets its own parameters [1]. This O\~.~-mes some of the limitations of ART type 

networks and static networks such as SOMs. 
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Abstract - This paper presents a methodology using fuzzy logic and some engineering heuristics to continuously change 
the controller parameters in linearised control systems for improving robustness. Tuning schemes are applied for on-line 
adjusting the coefficients of a PI controller, a digital predictive observer, a dynamic feedforward controller and a robust 
modal controller, dependent on information of the control error. All the fuzzy schemes result in explicit expressions, thus 
the tuning process is easy and the computational cost is low. Simulation results are provided to verify the validity of the 
proposed approach. 

Keywords- Fuzzy tuning, robustness, PI controller, observer, robust modal controller 

1 Introduction 

Robustness and intelligence are becoming increasingly 
important in modem control systems. Recent developments 
in power electronics and computer technology have made it 
possible to implement artificial intelligence in motion 
control [1]. The common goal for intelligent tools is to 
emulate the human thinking. Among current research 
studies, soft computational methods such as neural 
networks and fuzzy systems, coupled with powerful 
personal computers, micro-controllers, and digital signal 
processors, can provide high performance of motion 
control systems [2]. Human skills are normally utilised to 
tune the controller parameters to achieve robust 
performances. The application of auto-tuning formulae to 
process control has brought new insights into conventional 
controllers [3]. In the field of electrical drives, 
proportional-integral (PI) controllers with the auto-
calibration method [4] inspired by the symmetric optimum 
principles can be used to tune the controller parameters. 
Auto-tuning or auto-calibration of controller parameters for 
plants with uncertainties is effective provided that 
knowledge of the control process is frequently updated. 
Fuzzy logic controllers [5], which are capable of providing 
an effective solution to some. complex systems, can be 
designed with a minimum understanding of the plant. 
However, fuzzy logic controllers may suffer from a heavy 
computation burden required to translate the fuzzy 
inference into a control action. Furthermore, the derivation 
of fuzzy rules relies principally on human experience 
which sometimes limits fuzzy controller application to low 
order systems. An alternative approach is using fuzzy logic 
to tune the conventional controller parameters [6,7]. This 
paper gives a systematic overview of fuzzy tuning design in 
cascade control and state feedback (modal) control, and 
illustrates its applications in servo systems. Simulation 

results are given in each section to confirm the superiority 
of the proposed approach. Electrical drives are involved 
here, however fuzzy tuning can be applied to a variety of 
linearised systems. 

2 PI-Controller with Fuzzy Tuning 
Proportional-integral (PI) controllers are widely used in 
electrical drives because of their design simplicity. A 
typical speed control system with the conventional cascade 
control method is shown in Figure 1, where n,,1 is the 
reference speed, TL is disturbance torque, e is error, u is 
control signal and nm is output speed; and K P, I;, ~, 1j, 
K0 and Tm are the PI controller gain, time-constant, current 
loop equivalent time-constant which is the smallest 
uncompensatable time-constant [4], prefilter time-constant, 
plant overall gain and mechanical time-constant, 
respectively. It is assumed that ~ ::;; Tm 14 so that 
1 + Tms::: Tms for high frequencies, ro ~ lj4~. The design 
equations for KP and I; are given in Table I. A 
comprehensive comparison between the symmetric, 
magnitude optimum (Butterworth in this case) and 
minimisation of the integral time absolute error (ITAE) for 
this specific configuration is given in [8]. With PI 
conventional controllers it is difficult to achieve a high 
tracking performance with respect both. to "parameter 
insensitivity and disturbance rejection. In order to improve 
the system robustness, a usual engineering practice is to 
tune the controller parameters. Fuzzy logic is introduced 
here to continuously change the coefficients KP and J;, 
depending on the error control and its rate of change. 

Tuning a coefficient, K , is a continuously smooth process 
of adjusting its value. A technical parameter, X, can be 
described in a simple way, as either large (XL) or small 
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Criteria 

Symmetric 
Magnitude 
ITAE 

Controller parameters 
gain, KP time-constant, ~ 
Tmj(2TiiK0 ) 4I;, 
Tmj(2I;,Ko) T.n 
O.?Tmf(TiiKo) 3.76Tii 

Reference response 
steady-state time, t. overshoot, %OS 

16.5I;. 4.3 
8.4I;, ~3 

3.6Tii 3 

Table I. PI controller parameters with different criteria. 

Prefilter PI-controller 

Figure 1. Conventional speed control. 

(XS) with the corresponding exponential membership 
functions [9]: 

where cr x is some positive constant. The following 
singletons are used for the output labels KL (K is large) 
and KS (K is small): 

{
1, K = Kmax {1, K = Kmin 

llK~(K)= 0, K K ' Jl.u(K)= 0, K K ' 
-::!- max -::!- min 

(2) 

where Kmax and Kmin are the maximum and minimum 
values of K. Engineering heuristics for tuning K with 
respect to X can be stated as 

(i) If XS then KS, If XL then KL, or 

(ii) If XS then KL, If XL then KS. 

Using the centroid technique for defuzzification [5], the 
nonlinear relationship of K with respect to X can be found 
as 

K(X) = llxsKmin + llxLKmax for scheme (i), or 
llxs +JlxL 

K(X) = J..lxsKmj!ll + JlXLKmin for scheme (ii). 
Jlxs +JlXL 

(3) 

(4) 

By analysing the frequency characteristics of the open-loop 
plant including the controller, it is required to increase the 
gain K P and to decrease the time-constant T, in order to 
reduce the control error and the system rise time. Thus, 
scheme (i) is proposed for tuning KP, and (ii) for ~ with 
respect to the control error e . Taking into account the rate 
of change of error, the tuning process has a scaling factor, 
wc. The value of wc is continuously changed by scheme (i) 

with respect to de(k)=e(k)-e(k-1), where k is 
discretised time [10]. By introducing the normalised error, 
e, and change of error, dE: 

{

sign( -e(k -1)), if e(k) = 0 

E=sat(_!_,), and dE= (de(k)) .f (k) 0 , 
esa sat -- I e -:F-

e(k) ' 
where 

{

1, X~ 1 
sat(x)= x, -1$x$1 

-1, X$ -1 

(5) 

and e'at is the maximum magnitude of the error 
corresponding to saturation. Choosing the maximum and 
minimum values of Kp, ~ and WC (Kp,max• Kp.min• T,,max' 
I;,min• wc,max• and wc.min), the tuning expressions for KP and 
~ are found as 

(6) 

(7) 

where 

(8) 

and cr, and CJ0, are some positive constants. At large 
values of Tm, we have 1 + Tms = Tms, from the closed loop 
characteristic equation for the system of Figure 1, 
TmT,Tiis 3 + Tm~s 2 + K0Kp~S + K0 Kp = 0, the stability 
condition can be derived as I; > I;,. Thus, with fuzzy 
tuning the overall system is stable if 

I;,min > TIJ.,max · (9) 
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Ko Tm ~ KP T; w, 
KO,min Ko,nom Ko,max Tm,min Tm,nom Tm,max ~,min ~,nom ~.max Kp,min Kp,nom Kp,ma T;,min T;,nom J;,max wc.min w c.nom wc.max 

0.5 1 2 0.2 0.4 0.8 0.025 0.05 0.1 2 4 8 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.5 2 

Table 11. Simulation parameters for tuning PI controller parameters. 

The simulation parameters of the system K0 , Tm and ~ in 
Figure 1 are given in Table II. The values of T;,IWm and 
Kp.nam are calculated from the values Ko,nom• Tm.nom and 
~.nom using the symmetrical optimum given in Table I. The 
prefilter time constant Tj is set at T;,nom. Choosing the 
minimum and maximum values for KP, T; and w, as shown 
in Table 11, and the coefficients cr, = cra, = 0.01, the 
controller parameters are on-line tuned by the following 
forms 

KP = [2-1.5exp(-Ioojoei)J[8 -6exp(-100iei)J, 

1j = [2 -1.5exp( -lOO!aei)J[O.l + 0.3exp( -lOOje!)]. (10) 

The unit step reference response is shown in Figure 2(a) for 
the nominal case (solid lines) (K0=Ko.nom• Tm=T.n.nom and 
~=J:,,nom) and for a critical case of changing parameters 
(dash-dotted lines) (K0=0.5Ko,nom' Tm=2Tm,nom and 
I;, =2 ~.nom), with fuzzy tuning (curves 1) and without fuzzy 
tuning (curves 2). The unit step disturbance response is 
shown in Figure 2(b) under the same conditions. A well-
damped response with adequately fast dynamics is 
observed even in the case of parameter variations. With 
fuzzy tuning the disturbance response exhibits a reduction 
of about 50% of the maximum deviation. Simulations 
indicate that transient performance and disturbance 
rejection capability are significantly improved with any set 
of parameters K0 , Tm and ~ given in Table II. The values 
of Kp.min' Kp.max' T,,min• T,,max• w,,min and w,,max are chosen 
depending on the range of changes of these system 
parameters. After adjusting cr, and cra, the expressions (9) 
for KP and T; are obtained explicitly. Thus, the 
computational cost for the scheme implementation is low. 

1.4 .-------.---~---~-------, 

1.2 

50 

/ 

I , 

--- KO=KO,nom, 
Tm=lln.nom. Tm=7}!.nom 

K0=0.5KO,tWm, 
Tm=2Tm.nom. 1)1=27)J.nom 

100 150 
time, x 0.01sec 

(a) 

200 

Similar improvements to the reference and disturbance 
responses are also achieved when applying fuzzy tuning for 
PI controllers with IT AB or magnitude optimum criteria. 
The idea can be extended to multi-loop cascade controllers 
in electrical drives [11]. 

3 Digital Predictive Observer with 
Fuzzy Tuning 

Robustness and vibration suppression are challenging in 
electrical drives of multi-mass systems coupled in a chain 
structure with flexible shafts. Robust modal control [12] 
with state feedback from the system state variables and 
feedforward compensation for the external disturbance can 
be an efficient approach to this problem. In robust modal 
control knowledge of the state variables and the 
disturbances is required. For this purpose, a digital 
predictive observer (DPO) [13] can be used to 
simultaneously estimate the motion state variables and 
unknown inputs. Consider a linearised system with the 
discrete-time state equation 

x(k+1) = Ax(k)+Bu(k)+Dv(k), 
y(k) = (lm O)x(k), 

(11) 

where x(k) ER" is the state vector, u(k) ER is the control 
signal, v(k) E Rq is the unknown external disturbance 
vector, y(k) E Rm is the output vector, Im is the mx m 
unity matrix, A, B , D are constant matrices of the 
dimensions nxn , nx1, nxq , respectively. The first step 
in the design procedure is to obtain the augmented form 
from the state equation (11): 

0.05 r----~---.,....------.-------, 

------

2 / / -.. 
/ 

/ 

·---KO=KO,•wm. 
Tm:Tm.mmr, 7n=1).l ,nnm 

- KO=O. JKO.IIOIII, 
Tm=2Tm.llfNII. 1)t=27}!.nom 

100 150 200 
time, x 0.01sec 

(b) 

Figure 2. Unit step (a) reference response, and (b) disturbance response with fuzzy tuning (curves 1) 
and without fuzzy tuning (curves 2). 
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(12a) 

(12b) 

where x1(k) E Rm is the vector of measurable state 
variables, x2 (k) ERn-m is the vector of the state variables, 
not directly measurable; A jh, B i and D i (j, h = 1, 2) are 
matrices of corresponding dimensions, partitioned from A , 
B , D ; r = diag( 'Y ;; ) is the diagonal matrix of predictive 
coefficients 'Y;; e(-1,1), i=1,2, ... ,q. The next step is to 
construct a reduced-order Luenberger observer on the basis 
of the measurable state x1 (k) [13] 

(
z(k+ 1)) (F;1 F12 )(z(k)) (G1} (H1 0 )(u(k) ) 
w(k+l) = F21 F22 w(k) + G2 (k)+ H2 -r v(k-1) 

(13a) 

(x2(k))=(z(k))+(L1) k 
v(k) w(k) L

2 
y( ), (13b) 

with F11 = A22 - L1A12 , F12 = D2- L1D1, F21 = -L2A12 , 
F22 = Iq + r- L2DI; Gl =FilL I + FI2L2 + A21 - LIAll' 

Gz = FziLI + FzzLz- LzAu; HI = Bz- LIBI ' Hz = -LzBI; 

(13c) 

where z(k) ERn-m and w(k) E Rq are observer state 
variables, L 1 E R<n-m)xm and L2 E Rqxm are observer matrix 
gains, x2 and v are the estimates of x 2 and v. In order to 
improve the observer robustness, the predictive coefficients 
"(;; can be made continuously changeable by the use of 
fuzzy logic with respect to the rate of change of V; . By 

defining 

the fuzzy scheme (ii) is applied to tune 'Yu according to the 
value of r;(k). The expression for"(;; can then be found as 

- lr;l 'Yu - 'Yu,m exp(-~) , 
'i 

(15) 

using the exponential membership function for r;(k) and 
singleton for 'Yii' where 'Yii,m is some constant and crr, is 
positive. The observer capability of providing correct 
estimates of the time-varying unknown inputs in the 
presence of parameter uncertainty is demonstrated through 
the estimation of a disturbance torque TL, load speed ro2 

and elastic torque T. of a two-mass servo drive [14]. The 
plant block diagram is shown in Figure 3 with the 
specifications given in Table Ill. The actual and estimated 
load torque TL is shown in Figure 4(a) with fuzzy tuning of 
the predictive coefficient and Figure 4(b) without fuzzy 
tuning, when TL varies stepwise and the load moment of 
inertia 12 increases to 500% of its nominal value. 

The proposed observer can be used with a feedforward 
controller or a robust modal controller to suppress 
vibration, reject load disturbance influences, and improve 
parameter-insensitivity in multi-mass servo drives. It can 
also be applied in incipient fault detection of dynamic 
systems [15]. 

4 Dynamic Feedforward Controller 
with Fuzzy Tuning 

In servo drive applications, any vartatton in the motor 
torque, moment of inertia, or friction can be considered as 

Figure 3. Block diagram of a two-mass servo drive with robust modal ·controller. 
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Nominations Values 

Supply amplifier gain, K.,P 25 
Supply amplifier time constant, T.P 
Armature resistance, Ra 
Electromagnetic time constant, I;. 
Back-EMF constant, Kb 

0.01 (sec) 
0.3 (ohm) 
0.03 (sec) 
1.5 (V I sec-1) 

Torque constant, K, 1.5 (Nm/ A) 
Motor moment of inertia, 11 

Electromechanical time constant, Tm1 

Coupling rigidity modulus, C12 

Coupling viscous friction, B12 

0.814 (kg.m2 ) 

0.116 (sec) 
0.21 (Nml rad) 
6.3.10-s (Nm/sec-1) 

0.012 (kg.m2 ) Load moment of inertia, 12 

Speed reduction ratio, i 1:66 

Table Ill. System nominal parameters. 
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time. x 0.05sec 

(b) 

Figure 4. Actual and estimated load torque at 12 = 5J2,nom, with (a) fuzzy tuning, and (b) without tuning. 

equivalent to an uncertain disturbance change. Disturbance 
rejection for improving accuracy and system robustness 
can be accomplished by feedforward compensation from 
the estimated load torque~ using observers [12,16,17]. In 
these observer-based controllers, the load torque TL was 
assumed to be constant. In order to make the system more 
robust against any perturbations, dynamic feedforward 
controller is introduced to compensate for the load torque 
and its rate of change, which can be estimated using a DPO 
described above. The discrete-time control signal u(k) with 
full state feedback and feedforward compensation is 
written as 

(16) 

where U .. 1 is the reference input which is a step value as in 
a tracking servo problem, um(k) = -Kmx(k) is the feedback 
(modal) signal from the drive state x(k), and u/k) is the 
feedforward compensation signal. An unknown load torque 
TL in general can be considered as a combination of a 
slowly time-varying component Tw and a perturbation 
component TLkT dependent on its time derivative TL (T is 
the sampling period). The feedforward signal will then 
consist of a static signal u1, and dynamic signal u1d 

where K ft and K1d are found from .the condition of zero 
steady state error with respect to a constant and a ramp 
disturbance input, TL(k) is the estimate of the load torque 
obtained from a disturbance observer, and 
dTL(k)=TL(k)-TL(k-l) [18]. The dynamic feedforward 
coefficients will be tuned according to knowledge of the 
control error and the estimated load torque. Using the 
normalised control error (5), the following conditional 
scheme is provided for continuously changing the dynamic 
feedforward gain, dependent on the signs of e(k) and 
dTL(k): 

(iii) 

(iv) 

If SDTESE and EL then KDL, 
If SDTESE and ES then KDS, 

If SDTNESE and ES then KDZ, 
If SDTNESE and EL then KDN, 

where the labels EL, ES, KDL, KDS, KDZ, KDN, 
SDTESE, and SDTNESE mean E(k) is large, E(k) is 
small, K1d is large, K1d is small, K1d is zero, K1d is 
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negative, sign(dTL) =sign( e), and sign(dTL) :1= sign( e), 
respectively. By defining the corresponding singletons [19] 

{1, Kfd = 0 {1, K1d = -Kdo 
11Kvz = 0 K _,_ o' 11KvN = 0 K '* K • 

' fd.,.... ' fd dO 

{
1, sign(dTL) =sign( e) 

11 SlJTESE = A , 

0, sign(dTL) :1= sign( e) 

{
1, sign(dTL)-:~= sign( e) 

11 SDTNESE = A ' 

0, sign(dTL) =sign( e) 
(18) 

the value of K1d is found by the max-min inference and 
centroid method as: 

(19) 

where Kdo is the time-invariant component of K1d [18]. 

Consider the two-mass position drive of Figure 3. The 
position step response of the system controlled by an 
observer-based state feedback and feedforward 
compensation at 12 =1.3312nom and TL =0.5(1+sint)Ttm, 
is shown in Figure 5(a) with fuzzy tuning and in Figure 
5(b) without tuning. It is observed that the accuracy and 
mechanical vibration suppression capability are improved 
due to fuzzy tuning of the compensation signal. An 
overshoot due to parameter changes can be eliminated with 
a robust feedback as discussed in the following section. 

1.4 

1.2 .· :: (\ 

~-. ' 
0.8 V 

<= 
B 0.6 ·u; 
0 a. 

0 .4 

0.2 

0 ~ 

-0.2 
0 100 200 300 400 500 600 

time. x 0.05sec 
(a) 

5 Robust Modal Controller with 
Fuzzy Tuning 

With the availability of field oriented control, many types 
of servo drives can be designed to have the same 
characteristics as a DC servo motor system [1]. This 
enables the application of robust modal control [12] to a 
variety of servo drives. The attraction of a robust modal 
controller (RMC) is that its algorithm comprises only of. 
arithmetic operations with proportional coefficients. Fuzzy 
tuning brings new insights to RMC in the sense of adopting 
engineering knowledge from human experts to improve the 
system robustness. The control signal u(k) to the system 
(11) is the sum of the signals from the modal controller 
um(k), feedforward controller u/k) and robust controller 
u,(k): 

(20) 

When the system uncertainties satisfy some matching 
conditions, the robust feedback control signal u,(k) can be 
calculated by [20]: 

(21) 

where Am = A0 - B0Km; A0 , B0 are matrices of the state 
equation (10) with system nominal parameters; and P is 
the positive-definite symmetric matrix solving for the 
Liapunov equation 

(22) 

where Q is a given positive-definite matrix satisfying the 
system asymptotic stability condition [21]. For improving 
robustness to time-varying parameters, a weighting factor 
w,, o::;; w,::;; 1, is introduced to tune the gain K, defined in 
(21). The robust control signal then becomes 

1.4 

1.2 " :: 

; \,A./ ........__..., -...... ~ '--
0.8 

1: 
.5! 
"" 0.6 "' 0 a. 

0.4 

0.2 

0 ~ 

-0.20 100 200 300 400 500 600 
time. x 0.05sec 

(b) 

Figure 5. Feedforward controlled step response at J = 1.33rom and TL = 0.5(1 +sint)T;om . 
(a) with fuzzy tuning, and (b) without fuzzy tuning. 
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where t:\K = w K is the robust feedback gain. Control m r r 
engineering -knowledge indicates that in the case of large 
overshoot or undershoot, it is required to increase feedback 
gain or, in this case, weighting factor w,. This implies that 
w, depends not only on the error E(k) but also on sign(e) 
and sign(de). The following fuzzy scheme is proposed: 

(v) If EL or SEESDE then WL, 

If ES or SENESDE then WS, 

where EL, ES, and WL, WS mean that e is large, e is small, 
and w,. is large, w, is small with the corresponding 
exponential membership function (1) and singleton (2), 
respectively [22]. The labels SEESDE and SENESDE 
mean sign( e)= sign(de) and sign( e)# sign(de) with the 
following membership functions 

{
1, sign( e)= sign( de) 

llseesve= 0, sign(e)#sign(de)' 

{
1, sign( e)# sign( de) 

llseNESDE = 0, sign( e)= sign( de)· 
(24) 

Using the max-min inference rule and centroid method, the 
weighting factor w, can be found as follows [22] 

w,= 

1-LsU.SDE· Wr0 +1-LES·Q 
1-L SEE\" DE + 1-L ES 

Wr0 lel , sign( e)= sign( de) 
l+exp(--) 

cr. 

1-exp(-.]1) 
1-LEL. · WrO +1-LsENESDE· Q 

J.l. EL + J1 SENESDE 

----,1,_,;
1
:- w,0 , sign(e)~sign(de) 

2-exp(--) 

. J 

~' l\ 1\ 60. . ;; V V-

: V 

L5 

0 200 

cr. 

time, x 0.05sec. 
(a) 

(25) 

400 600 
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where w,0 is the maximal value of the weighting factor. 
The RMC step response of the two-mass at 12 = 21;om and 
TL = 0.5TL"0"'(1 +sin0.3t) is shown in Figure 6(a) with 
fuzzy tuning and in Figure 6(b) without tuning. As can be 
seen fuzzy tuning makes the system more robust to load 
and parameter variations. The same results can be obtained 
with the position control of swinging load of an overhead 
crane model [23]. 

6 Conclusion 

A methodology applying fuzzy logic to tune the parameters 
of servo motion controllers to improve the system 
robustness has been presented. Expert engineering 
experience is heuristically reflected in the tuning schemes. 
The controller can adjust parameters on-line to adapt to any 
disturbances or parameter variation. The explicit forms of 
the tuning expressions allow a cheap computational 
implementation and make it easy to change continuously 
the controller parameters to cope well with uncertainties. 

Simulation results indicate that fuzzy tuning can be applied 
to the conventional cascade control or to robust modal 
control of electromechanical systems to address the 
problem or" intelligence and robustness. Servo drives are 
simulated, however, the proposed approach can be applied 
to other linearised dynamic systems suffering from 
parameter variation or changing environments. Further 
research may also focus on the stability condition of the 
overall system and the application of fuzzy tuning for 
plants with severe nonlinearities. 
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A PROGRESSIVE FUZZY CLUSTERING APPROACH FOR THE 

DETECTION OF LINEAR BOUNDARY AND CORNERS 

P.T. Im, W.S. Lee and M. Wingate 

Abstract 

41 

A method based on a new progressive fuzzy clustering approach to detect linear boundary and 

corners of 2D object outlines is presented. The linear boundary detection algorithm is 

implemented in two stages. The first stage obtains an approximate cluster prototype that is used 

by the second stage to generate a linear cluster. Linear clusters are iteratively developed by 

prototype centring using a possibilistic fuzzy membership function. Cluster and non-cluster 

points are progressively removed until the data set is unable to support a cluster. This clustering 

strategy enables automatic detection of cluster numbers and enhances efficient cluster 

development. The algorithm provides a. flexible framework to integrate heuristic clustering 

constraints or to adapt global fuzzy clustering algorithms for progressive clustering. Results 

obtained indicate robust clustering and accurate identification of cluster line parameters from real 

data silhouettes characterised by the presence of noise, fragmentation and partial obscurity. 

Key words: fuzzy clustering, possibilistic membership, boundary detection, corner detection and 

linear clusters. 

1 Introduction 

Characterising the boundary from outlines is an effective method to obtain useful information 

from digital images of real world objects. A variety of line detection schemes exist in the 

literature [1,2,3]. The Hough transform, invented by Hough in 1962, is historically considered the 

main method for detecting straight lines. Fuzzy clustering is an alternative approach that offers 

computation efficiency with lower memory requirements. A fuzzy clustering algorithm finds 

natural groups in data based on a least squares or similar error minimisation criterion weighted 

by fuzzy memberships with real values ranging from 0 to 1. Most fuzzy clustering methods today 
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are derived from the original fuzzy version of the ISOD AT A algorithm, termed Fuzzy c-Means 

(FCM) by Bezdek [4] and Dunn [5] in 1973. FCM is an unsupervised classifier subject to the 

constraint that the memberships in all clusters sum to one. Prior to running FCM, the number of 

clusters to be found has to be specified. After the clusters are found, a cluster validity test is 

usually applied to determine the optimal cluster number. The Fuzzy c-Varieties (FCV) clustering 

algorithms were introduced by Bezdek et al. [6] in 1981. These models allowed the c-prototypes 

to be r-dimensionallinear varieties, instead of points in the data space, as in FCM. FCV distances 

are measured from the data to lines (r = 1), planes (r = 2) etc., up to hyperplanes (r = d- I) 

where d is the dimension of the input data, to enable the detection of orthogonally r-dimensional 

linear shapes. Dave [7] demonstrated in 1989 an improved linear cluster detection of non-ordered 

data set with the adaptive fuzzy clustering algorithm (AFC). It consisted of the same objective 

functional as FCM but used a modified distance metric involving a mixing coefficient. He showed 

that the AFC compared favourably to the Hough transform. In both cases, the computing time 

was similar but the AFC used less memory and produced better results for the polygonal 

approximation of curves. In 1993, Krishnapuram [8] introduced the concept of possibilistic 

clustering. He reformulated the probabilistic constraint of FCM to a possibilistic framework that 

bases membership values solely as a function of the distance of a point from its nearest prototype 

or centre. He demonstrated that the possibilistic c-means (PCM) and their variants such as the 

possibi1istic Gustafson-Kessel (PGK) algorithm performed particularly well in the presence of 

noise. In 1995, Krishnapuram et al. [9] exiended the possibilistic algorithms to detect linear and 

quadric shell structures. 

The proposed boundary detection algorithm extends the scope of conventional fuzzy 

clustering, which is typically global and cluster validity dependent, into the realms of progressive 

clustering and independent of cluster validity measures. Progressive clustering finds and removes 

clusters in data one at a time, in a sequential manner. Consequently, cluster development is 

considerably more efficient than global clustering because the data set is progressively reduced. 

Extrinsic cluster parameters determine the number of clusters in data and thus avoid the need for 

cluster validity tests. The cluster prototype centring by membership framework (CPCM) 
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presented in this paper provides these clustering features. It also has the flexibility to include 

heuristic line constraints because the detection of authentic lines from real world objects can be 

complicated by recognition problems relating to the presence of noise, the quality and the nature 

of the edges. For example, an object that is slotted or notched has broken lines that may appear 

continuous to a fuzzy clustering algorithm. On the other hand, unwanted gaps could be 

introduced by unsatisfactory edge segmentation. The presence of noise also increases the 

possibility of creating false lines. To handle such problems, it is necessary to introduce domain 

specific line condition tests. 

In Section 2, we describe the details of the boundary detection algorithm using a 

possibilistic fuzzy membership derived in Section 2.1. The algorithm's pseudo code and the 

CPCM framework is presented in Section 2.5. Section 3 discusses the characteristics of the 

extrinsic cluster parameters. The cluster performance results of four real object silhouettes are 

examined in Section 4. Section 5 concludes the paper with a brief summary of the significance of 

the algorithm and the experimental results. 

2 Boundary Detection 

The CPCM framework detects a cluster boundary in two stages. In the first clustering stage, 

CPCM locates an approximate prototype using a possibilistic membership function. The second 

clustering stage refines the prototype membership to include the line gradient. Both stages are 

separately iterated until a satisfactory convergence occurs or the maximum iteration is exceeded. 

2.1 A Possibilistic Clustering Function 

Assume a fuzzy objective function of the form 

J.(u,v)~ ~E"::.a~; .. ' + ~R~{:);.~'] (1) 

for I < n < oo and d;k = llx.t- v;l! is a vector norm which represents the distance between the /c1h 

feature vector xk from its ith prototype v;. The cluster constant '17; is defined in section 2.2. Let the 
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data set X be defined as X= {x~,x2, ••• ,xk, ... xN} for N items in the finite subset of \Ha. Let U 

defines the real memberships u;k on X of xk in the ith fuzzy subset, and V denotes the c-tuples of 

cluster prototypes, v;. for i = l , .. . ,c. Let the cxN matrix U = [u;k] be a constrained fuzzy c-

partitions of X which satisfies the following three conditions: 

N 

u;k E [0,1] Vi,k, 0 <Lu;k <N Vi and maxu;k > 0 Vk 
k=l 

Theorem 1: U may be a global minimum for J n(U,V) of (I) only if 

1 
U;k = ( 2 , 2) 

exp d;k / 1]; 

Proof: Differentiating (1) with respect to u;k and setting the result to zero yields 

Theorem 2: V maybe a global minimum for Jn(U,V) of(l) only if 

V;= N 

Lu~ 
/c=ol 

Proof: Differentiating (1) with respect to v; and setting the result to zero yields 

N 2 2 

" n lid· 11 d;kl'l; - 0 L,.U,k 1k e -
lc=ol 

Substituting (3) and d;k = llxk - v;ll into (4b) gives 

N 

I U;~-lllx k -vi 11 = 0 which yields ( 4a), since n > 1 is an arbitrary constant. 
.I.= I 

(2) 

(3) 

(4a) 

(4b) 

The 7J; term in (3) provides a reference level for membership u;k. The possibilistic function of (3) 

is evident in the structure of objective function (1). The first term of (1) requires the distances of 

the feature vectors from their prototypes be made as small as possible whilst the second term 

forces the membership u;k to be as large as possible. An advantage in expressing the membership 
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function in the form of (3) is the avoidance of the singularity problem present in FCM. With 

possibilistic membership, d;k = 0 results in unit membership. 

2.2 First Stage Clustering 

To adapt the global fuzzy clustering equations of (3) and (4a) for progressive clustering, the 

cluster index i is ignored. For the purposes of this paper, our analyses will be concerned only with 

data set in two dimensional feature space. Consequently, the membership equation for points in 

9l2 is given by 

1 
(5) 

where the kth feature vector or point xk = [xk Ykf and the cluster prototype is v = [v1 v2Y. The 

cluster constant is defined by 

(6) 

where Ne is the total number of points in the current data list and s is a scale factor. The prototype 

component equations are given by 

(7a) 

(7b) 

First stage clustering algorithm 

Assign data centroid to initial vo. 

Repeat 

Calculate uk from (5) and 17 from (6). 

Calculate v from (7a) and (7b). 

Find nearest neighbour of prototype v and assign to v. 
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Untilllvr- Vr-dl < 8 or t > 50. 

Note: 8 is a small number to determine the stopping point and t is an iteration index. 

2.3 Second Stage Clustering 

The second stage coerces the prototype from the first stage towards a linear cluster boundary, 

with an additional test for a line gradient. The line gradient is defined by 

m = Ne 

LFk 
A:= l 

0 otherwise 

if uk >at 
otherwise 

(8a) 

(8b) 

where ar is the alphacut or threshold on membership uk. The line gradient is used in a 

membership equation defined by 

1 
(9) 

where 71 is defined by (6) and q is a real valued exponent on the distance metric. The prototype 

equations are identical to (7a) and (7b). 

Second stage clustering algorithm 

Use initial v from the first stage clustering. 

Repeat 

Calculate m from (8a). 

Calculate uk from (9) and rz from (6) . 

Calculate v from (7a) and (7b). 

Find nearest neighbour of v and assign to v. 

Untilllvr- Vr.dl < 8 or t > 50. 
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Note: 8 is a small number to determine the stopping point and t is an iteration index. 

The point-slope form of the line equation in (9) requires special treatment as the slope 

approaches infinity. One way of dealing with this condition is to store the points with very small 

differences in the horizontal axis and later assign these points with an arbitrary large gradient. 

Consequently, it is necessary to check for an infinite gradient condition prior to calculating the 

line gradient. The CPCM framework supervises the clustering process to ensure that only a valid 

cluster is developed and also manages the data for efficient processing. 

2.4 Cluster Merging and Corner Detection 

Discontinuity in a line may arise in a number of ways such as from naturally occurring features of 

the object or from the edge segmentation process. Consequently, this information needs to be 

considered by the clustering algorithm so that real line breaks are correctly recognised and 

spurious ones are ignored. A continuous line is defined according to the rule: If the pixel gap 

g :5: pgap (specification) then the line is continuous. The pixel gap is defined as the distance 

between two ordered adjacent pixels. 

To check for a continuous line in the horizontal axis, we used the following procedure, 

assuming the points have been first sorted in an ascending order. 

Line continuity check 

For (i = 1 to Ne) do 

Begin 

If (x;+I- X;> pgap) Then 

If (xcount < Nm;n) Then Start a new line and discard previous accumulated points. 

Else Continuous line found and exit procedure. 

Else Accumulate X; as a line point and increment xcount. 

End. 
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The symbols xcount, Ne and Nm;n represent the count of X; as a line point, the current data 

count, and the minimum number of cluster points respectively. The loop control variable is 

denoted by the index i. The test for xcount is made to ensure that only a valid cluster 

(points> Nm;n) will constitute a continuous line. 

To assess suitability for cluster merging, we apply three tests in the following order: (i) 

slope ratio test, (ii) line separation test and (iii) line ends gap test. The slope ratio test evaluates 

the sign of the ratio of line gradients. If the ratio is positive, then the lines are candidates for 

merging. The line separation test involves two line equations as shown in Fig. 1, where the points 

(x~.y1 ) and (x2,y2) are the line prototypes and m1, m2 are their corresponding gradients. 

Figure 1 Line separation distance definition. 

(lOa) 

(lOb) 

1 
Y = Yt --(x-x1) ifm1 ~ m2 (lOc) 

ml 

The line separation distance is defined as 

(11) 

For g calculated from (11), if g ~ lgap (specification), then the lines are considered to be 

candidates for merging. The line ends gap is defined as the gap between the two nearest ends of 

the two lines. If this gap, g ~ egap (specification), then the two lines are candidates for merging. 
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In consequence of merging the clusters (may involve more than two clusters), the prototype 

position and the gradient for the new line have to be calculated. At this point, a least squared fit 

of the line or other robust line regression methods given in [10] can be applied to improve line 

detection in the presence of noise. Our algorithm implements a standard least squared error fit of 

the cluster points. 

Once a continuous line has been established, the detection of corners is relatively straight 

forward. For corner detection, we apply the rule that the closest ends of two lines form a corner. 

In case the ends of the lines are intended to be open ended, we can apply a gap test to ensure that 

corners are only found for line ends in close proximity. This corner prescription assumes all 

corners are defined likewise, a reasonable simplification used in this application. Fig. 2 shows the 

line relationships for corner calculation. Points (x1, YJ) and (x2,Yz) are the line prototypes and m1, 

mz are their corresponding gradients. 

Figure 2 Line corner definition. 

Y1- Y2 -mlxl +m2x2 
X= 

m2 -ml 

y=y2 +m2 (x-x2 ) ifm1 >m2 

y = y1 + m1 ( x - x1 ) if m1 -:;. m2 

The corner gap is the minimum distance defined by 

g = min( ~(x- xt)2 + (y- yt)2or~(x- x2 )2 + (y- Y2 )
2

) 

If g-:;, cgap (specification), then the corresponding lines have a candidate corner. 
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2.5 Pseudo Code and CPCM Framework 

The pseudo code for linear boundary detection and the CPCM framework is given below. 

Pseudo code and CPCM framework to detect linear clusters 

Initialise a~, Nmin, q, s, pgap, /gap, egap, and cgap. 

Compute initial v from mean data centroid and 11 from (6). 

Repeat 

First stage clustering loop (from Section 2.2). 

Second stage clustering loop (from Section 2.3). 

If (0 :5: N a < N min) Then Remove N a from data and update Ne. 

If (Na >= Nm;n) Then Save cluster parameters (line ends, slope and prototype), 

remove cluster points of prototype v from data and update Ne. 

Until (Ne< Nmin) 

The symbols Nm;n, Ne and Na represent the minimum points in a cluster, the current points 

count of the data list and the number of points in the current cluster, respectively. For each of the 

four test objects used in the experiment, satisfactory clustering performance was obtained by 

presetting eight of the parameters to the following constant values: a1 = 0.95, Nmin = q =/gap= 5, 

pgap = egap = cgap = 10 and, s = 0.5. All constants, except fors, have units in pixel. 

The different types of cluster tests used in the linear cluster detection algorithm are 

summarised below: 

1. Cluster validity test: If cluster points, N a ~ Nmin then a valid cluster is found. 

2. Line continuity test: If pixel gap :5: pgap then the points constitute a continuous line. 

3. Line merge criteria: Merge lines if all three criteria, in the order shown, are satisfied. 

(i) If ratio ofline slopes (maximum= 1) > 0 and 

(ii) If the line separation distance :5: /gap and 

(iii) If ends of lines gap :5: egap, then the lines are merged. 

4. Corner test: If the two nearest ends of the lines :5: cgap, then a corner exist. 
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3 Characteristics of Extrinsic Cluster Parameters 

The four extrinsic cluster parameters refer to at, q, s and Nmin· The first three parameters 

influence the membership uk. These parameters determine the progressive development of 

clusters, unlike the passive role of cluster validity indices, which test the clusters after the clusters 

have been found. At a fixed membership uk and the distance exponent q, the cluster radius d 

decreases with increasing values of 17 as indicated in Fig. 3. This means that smaller 77 values are 

easier to cluster because there are more cluster points for a given at. However, the cluster results 

are not likely to be as accurate as those at larger 71 values. Since the first stage clustering is only 

expected to locate an approximate cluster prototype, accuracy of cluster prototype location is not 

essential at this stage. In general, the upper and lower bounds of 17 depend on the data structure. 

u 
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Figure 3 First stage membership functions from equation (5). 
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Figure 4 Second stage membership functions from equation (9), at fixed q. 
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The second stage clustering refines the approximate prototype v from the first stage by 

applying a membership threshold at and looks for a line gradient from (9). Figure 4 shows the 

influence of q on the membership. Like the first stage clustering, smaller q values are easier to 

cluster because they yield more cluster solutions but tend to produce less accurate clusters. Larger 

q values generally produce less cluster solutions but more accurate cluster parameters such as the 

line gradient and the location of the prototype. The inclusion of procedures for compatible cluster 

merging in the algorithm design, supports high q values for more accurate clustering. Normally, 

high q clustering results in fragmented clusters of small line segments. To remedy this, 

compatible clusters are merged according to the three criteria given in Section 2.4, resulting in a 

more compact cluster structure. An example of cluster merging is demonstrated in Section 4. 

4 Experimental Results 

The algorithm was evaluated on four different objects, numbered I to 4. All objects were acquired 

in 256 gray levels at 256 x 256 pixel resolution and subsequently edge segmented. Object number 

I (Fig. 5) tests line detection performance. It is an L-shape block with long and short line lengths 

that are quite well defined. Object 2 (Fig. 6) is almost square shape, also with well defined long 

and short almost vertical lines but differentiated by a medium size notch on the top side and a 

smaller notch on the right side. The image tests the algorithm for correct recognition of lines on 

either side of the notch. Object 3 (Fig. 7) is a poorly defined pentagon in a noisy background to 

assess the impact of noise on cluster recognition and detection accuracy. Object 4 (Fig. 8) is a 

silhouette of an electric motor armature housing, containing edge noises and fragmented outlines 

associated with typical problems oflow level edge segmentation. This image tests the algorithm's 

performance under real world conditions. 
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(a) Eight clusters detected. (b) Eight corners detected. 

Figure 5 Object number 1 (475 points) at fixed cluster parameters of Table 2. 

(a) Ten clusters detected. (b) Ten corners detected. 

Figure 6 Object number 2 (516 points) at fixed cluster parameters of Table 2. 

In Fig. 5, all eight clusters and corners of were detected correctly. The cluster prototype is 

denoted by a small circle and computed as the mean of the cluster points. The lines of the clusters 

are superimposed on the object's outlin~ to assist comparison. The end of each cluster line is 

indicated by a small cross. The absence of spurious lines in Fig. 5 is attributed to the effectiveness 

of both the line continuity check and the compatible cluster merging algorithm. Small gradient 

errors, noticeable in Fig. 5(a), result from the general choice of fixed cluster parameters of Table 
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2. Using a larger q or a1 is expected to improve accuracy of the clusters for the reasons given in 

Section 3. 

Figure 6(a) shows two line notches correctly detected. The line gaps from both notches are 

35 and 17 pixels, respectively. The correct identification of corners is shown in Fig. 6(b). Note 

tl1at the lower corner of the smaller notch only appear misplaced because of the way the adjacent 

lines intersect. As in Fig. 5, the algorithm correctly detects vertical lines. 

Figure 7(a) is a noisy image of a pentagon. The algorithm correctly identifies the five 

major clusters in Fig. 7(c) and the five corners in Fig. 7(d). Figure 7(b) shows seven clusters 

found before cluster merging. Merging the clusters results in five clusters shown in Fig. 7(c). All 

five corners of the fragmented pentagon are correctly identified from the intersection of adjacent 

lines. Note that the clean image of Fig. 7(c), compared to Fig. 7(a), is a feature of CPCM which 

automatically removes noise points during cluster development. Table 5.1 summarises the line 

statistics of the pentagon objet, relating to the number of points in each cluster (line), prototype 

positions, slope and corners. 

Figure 8(a) is an outline of an arn1ature housing, with noisy edges and line discontinuities. 

The error in the linear cluster approximation of Fig. 8(b) at the top face of the housing is not 

unexpected given that a linear algorithm is applied to a non-linear edge. Despite this condition, 

the corners are accurately detected as shown in Fig. 8(c). A smaller q (eg. q = 3) in Fig. 8(d) 

yields a fuzzier line segment and thus less accurate corner detection compared to q = 6.5 in Fig. 

8(c). 
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Figure 7 Object number 3 (252 points) at fixed cluster parameters of Table 2. The cluster centre 
is denoted by a small circle and the corners and ends by small crosses. 

Cluster Number Centre Slope 
of points (pixel units) 

1 51 176,69 1.12 
2 30 120, 128 0.224 
4 31 191, 125 -0.813 
5 42 104,52 -0.277 
7 8 70, 102 3.58 

Table 1 Summary of the 5 line statistics of Fig. 7(c). The corner dimensions of Fig. 7(d) are: 
(209, 109), (148, 39), (166, 142), (74, 114) and (60, 65). The origin of the coordinates is at the 

lower left corner of the image. 
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(a) Outline of noisy armature housing. (b) Clusters identified with q = 6.5. 

(c) Corners detected with q = 6.5 (d) Corners detected with q = 3. 

Figure 8 Object number 4 (1196 points) at fixed cluster parameters of Table 2. 

Object Number 11 a, Processing 
of POints time (sec) 

1 (Fig. 5a) 475 45.3 0.95 1.5 
2 (Fig. 6a) 576 60.3 0.95 3.5 
3 (Fig. 7a) 252 48.9 0.95 1.5 
4 (Fig. Sa) 1196 61.3 0.90 10.9 

Table 2 Summary of processing times. Extrinsic cluster parameters were fixed to the following 
values: a1 =0.95, Nmin = q =/gap= 5, pgap = egap = cgap = 10 and, s = 0.5. 

Table 2 summarises the processing time to cluster each of the four objects on an 

i486DX/33-MHz Intel microprocessor. 
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5 Conclusions 

A new method for detecting linear boundary and corners has been presented. It is based on a 

progressive clustering approach involving two clustering stages supervised by CPCM. The first 

stage centres the prototype at a round shape dense cluster to enable detection of a linear cluster by 

the second stage. Four objects have been used to test the algorithm's clustering performance in 

noisy environments. The results demonstrate accurate clustering of lines and the detection of 

corners. Processing time for clustering was reasonably fast. The accommodation of specific line 

termination conditions demonstrates the flexibility of the CPCM framework. By modifying the 

distance metric d;k, it is possible to detect other cluster structures such as hollow circles or shells. 

These examples indicate that CPCM cari be extended in ways that will support more sophisticated 

clustering. The experimental results demonstrate that it is possible to preset the extrinsic cluster 

parameters of the algorithm so that the intrinsic cluster parameters such as the prototypes, line 

gradients and the positions of corners are determined automatically. In particular, the same preset 

constants yielded optimal cluster numbers for each of the four different objects. In the 

experiment, these constants were empirically established. Future research will attempt to 

investigate the empirical relationships of these constants to the structure in data. 
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Abstract 

High level Petri Nets have recently been used for many Artificial Intelligence applications, particularly for modelling 
traditional rule-based expert systems. The major effect is to facilitate the analysis of the knowledge inference during the 
reasoning process, and to support the system verification which increasingly becomes an integral part of expert system 
development. Nevertheless, there is not much attention being put on systems other than the traditional ones. In this paper, 
we described an approach to model hybrid (rule- and frame-based) expert systems using Coloured Petri Nets and the 
concept of controlled state tokens. The additional anomalies caused by the integration of the object hierarchy, property 
inheritance and production rules are defined. The detection and analysis of the anomalies of proposed model is done by 
constructing and examining the reachability tree spanned by the knowledge inference. An algorithm is also given to allow 
for the generation of such a reachabi/ity set of the nets. Our approach can provide formal verification of the correctness, 
consistency, and completeness of the hybrid knowledge base. A practical expert system for personnel selection is used 
throughout this paper to illustrate the application of our approach. 

Keywords: Hybrid Expert System, Knowledge Verification, Coloured Petri Nets 

1 Introduction 
Expert Systems (ES) have reached the stage· where they are 
implemented and used in a wide variety of organizations 
and industries, a selection of operational expert systems in 
US, Europe, Canada and the Far East can be found in 
[15][16][22] and [29]. There is increasing need for expert 
systems validation and verification (V&V) because 
erroneous advice may lead to invaluable economic loss and 
even fatal loss of life in some domain applications. 
Traditionally, attention has been concentrated on using 
verification techniques to tackle rule-based systems 
[1][8][17][19][26]. However, these techniques exhibit a 
limited range of applicability. They could not cope with the 
kind of hybrid expert systems (HES), rule-based plus 
frame-6ased, which many of the current expert systems are 
being developed [7][20][28]. The use of this hybrid 
approach integrates the power of organizing data objects in 
a class hierarchy and reasoning about the objects through 
user pre-defined logical associations. This advantage 
accounts for many popular expert system developing 
software, such as ADS, ART, EXSYS EL, KAPPA-PC, 
F..BMS, NEXPERT OBJECT, LEVELS OBJECT, 
PROKAPPA, REMIND, which combine some sort of 
frame-based representation with a rule-based inference 
engine. Although this approach benefits from the 
advantages of both representation techniques, it 
complicates the V&V of the expert systems. 

Traditionally, there are a few approaches m modelling 
expert systems, such as [3]'s Normal Form approach, 
(5)[27]'s Decision Table Method, [12]'s Incidence Matrix 

Method, [6]'s Truth Maintenance Systems and [2][25]'s 
Generic Rule Systems. One of the major critiCisms of the 
above techniques is that none or very little consideration is 
given to allow for the dynamic checking of the knowledge 
inference. On the other hand, Coloured Petri Nets 
(CPN)[ll], can support a formal description for modelling 
systems, which consists of concurrent and synchronous 
activities. Besides, they also have a graphical 
~;epresentation and a well-defined semantics, allowing for 
dynamic analysis of the modelled system. In this paper, a 
contribution is made to the modelling and analyzing of 
hybrid rule/frame-based expert systems for the detection of 
anomillies. We will introduce an approach based on CPN 
plus the concept of state tokens[18] for the representation 
of knowledge inference in HES, thus enhancing the quality 
and reliability of the modelled system. We will examine the 
transition sequences and check against the properties of the 
network in CPN for HES modelling. 

The paper has seven main sections. Next section describes 
the knowledge representation and inference of a hybrid 
expert system, the third section gives the definitions of 
CPN and illustrates how HES can be modelled by CPN. 
Section four uses a practical expert system as an example 
to illustrate the potential errors and anomalies in HES due 
to the integration of rules with inheritance. Section five 
describes the algorithm for generation of the reachability 
set of the CPN. Section six describes the methods for 
detection of anomalies in the HES by analyzing the net 
properties concerned. The last section gives the conclusion 
and discussion. 
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2 A Hybrid Expert System 
A Hybrid Expert System combines multiple representation 
paradigms into a single integrated environment. For a 
Rule- and Frame-based integration, it composes of the 
following key features: Object Classes, Slot Attributes, 
Inheritance Relations, Demons, Methods, Rules and 
Reasoning Strategies. These features can be analyzed using 
three conceptual views [9] of an expert system, they are: 
(1) An Object View which encapsulates a module of 
knowledge (or a concept). These knowledge modules 
(concepts) are represented by Object Classes. Inheritance 
Relations describe how these knowledge modules are 
related. (2) A Function View which specifies the functional 
behaviour of the objects within the expert system. These 
functions are represented using Methods and Demons. (3) 
A Control View which specifies the sequence of 
knowledge inference in the expert system. These controls 
are represented in terms of Rules and Reasoning Strategies. 

In practical HES development [23][24], Frames are used to 
represent domain objects, various kinds of Demons are 
used to implement procedures attached to specific slots, 
Inheritance is used to inherit Class properties, methods and 
demons among Object Classes, Message Passing is used 
for interaction among different objects and Methods are 
used to perform algorithmic actions or some array 
manipulation within an object. Rules are used to describe 
heuristic problem-solving knowledge, Forward and 
Backward chains are commonly used to reason using rules. 
Therefore, in HES, the Frame base can be seen as being 
used to define the vocabulary for the Rule base, i.e. the 
possible values that slots can be defined and so specified, 
and the literal used to construct rules must conform to the 
restrictions imposed by what is available from the class 
hierarchy. The Frame base is married together with the 
Rules designed to manipulate it. The specific integration 
mechanisms of HES are as follows: 

• Rules with Message Passing : Rules send or receive 
messages to and from objects for testing the Rules' 
premises. 

• Rules with Inheritance : Rules directly read and write 
data into slots in a parent object and through 
inheritance of this slot's value to its children objects, 
trigger other rules to fire. 

• Rules with Demons : Rules directly read and write 
data into slots and cause the execution of the 
associated Demons, which then trigger other rules to 
fire. 

• Rules with Methods : Rules are embedded as part of 
an object's methods. Since methods are arbitrary 
pieces of code attached to an object, they can access 
the rules through function calls. 

• Rules with Instances : Rules can be used to 
create/delete an instance of a specific Object Class. 

Based on the above concepts of integration, a Hybrid 
Expert System, therefore, can be formally defined as a 
tuple HES = (C, A, n. IN, D, M, a. S) satisfying the 
requirements below: 

C = a finite set of object classes, where each object class 
is a Cartesian product of (A x D x M). 

A= a finite set of attributes. Each attribute is of a simple 
type. 

I = a specific object element from an object class C. 
IN= an inheritance relation. It is defined from the 

partially ordered relations in C. 
D = a demon function. It is defined from A into an 

expression such that: V aE A.,,:v'cE C:aAf(a)E c. (This 
means tl1e demon functions can only change a slot's 
value within the same object instance, besides, this 
demon function: f(a) generates only one output from 
each given input "a",). 

M= a finite set of methods. It is defined as procedures in 
c. 

R = a finite set of rules. Each rule is defined as a 
function from A such that aAf(a)EA. (This means 
the literal used to construct rules must come from 
the attribute set A). 

S = a finite set of reasoning strategies. 

Object class here is defined as having a set of attributes, 
demons and methods. Each attribute is defined as of a 
simple data type: e.g. string or integer. Each specific object 
element is called an instance of the Object Class and will 
have different attribute values. Inheritance is defined as a 
partial order on the set Object Class, it is a relation that is 
reflexive, antisymmetric and transitive: 

• Reflexive : For every Object Class, it inherits the 
properties from itself. 

• Antisymmetric : For every Object Class, if A inherits 
from B and if B inherits from A, it implies that A is B. 

• Transitive : For every Object Class, if A inherits from 
B and if B inherits from C, it implies that A inherits 
from C. 

The above definition only covers simple inheritance, in the 
case of multiple inheritance, more elaborate definition is 
required. 

A Demon is defined as a function which is executed when 
the associated slot value is either updated, or needed. 
Sometimes, a Demon can also act like a validation trigger 
which checks the cardinality and/or constraints imposed on 
a particular slot. The effects of a Demon are confined 
always locally to the same Object Class. 

Methods are procedures attached to some Object Class, 
that will be executed whenever a signal is passed through. 
This way of executing a method is known as Message 
Passing. 
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Rules will interact with the information contained in the 
lots of the various Object Classes within the HES. 

Finally, in HES, there should be a set of reasoning 
strategies. Some common ones are : 

• Backward Chain with Inheritance : Goal directed 
search with inheritance as one of the means to 
establish the rule chains which across different Object 
Classes. 

• Forward Chain with Inheritance : Data directed search 
with inheritance as one of the means to establish the 
rule chains which across different Object Classes. 

Other important inference strategies include : Pattern 
Matching, Unification, Resolution and Heuristic Search. 

3 Modelling the HES Using CPN 

3.1 Definition of Coloured Petri Net 

A Coloured Petri Net can be defined as a tuple CPN = (I:, 
P, T, A, N, C, G, E, I) satisfying the requirements below: 

I: = a finite set of non-empty types, called colour sets. 
P = a finite set of places. 
T = a finite set of transitions. 
A = a finite set -of arcs such that : Pn T =PnA= T nA=0. 
N = a node function. It is defined from A into PxTu 

TxP. 
C = a colour function. It is defined from P into I:. 
G = a guard function. It is defined from T into 

expressions such that: 'v'tE T :[Type(G(t))=BA 
Type(V ar(G(t)))!;;I:] 

E = an arc expression function. It is defined from A into 
expressions such that: 'v'aEA: 
[Type(E( a))=C(p( a))msA Type(V ar(E( a)))!;;I:]. 

= an initialization function. It is defined from Pinto 
closed expressions such that 'v'pE P : 
[Type(l(p))=C(p)msl 

The set of colour sets determines the types, operations and 
functions that can be used in the net inscriptions. The 
places, transitions and arcs are described by three sets P, T 
and A which are required to be finite and pairwise 
disjointed. The node function N maps each arc into a pair 
where the first element is the source node and the second 
the destination node. The two nodes have to be of different 
kind (i.e. one of the nodes must be a place while the other 
is a transition). Several arcs may be allowed to link 
between the same ordered pair of nodes. The colour 
function C maps each place, p, to a colour set C(p). This 
means that each token on p must have a token colour that 
belongs to the type C(p ). The guard function G maps each 
transition, t, to an expression of type Boolean, i.e., a 
predicate. All variables in G(t) must have types that belong 
to I:. A guard is allowed to be a list of Boo lean expressions 
[Bexprl, Bexpr2 .. etc]=B. This means that the binding must 
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fulfill each of the Boolean expression in the list. The arc 
expression function E maps each arc, a, into an expression 
which must be of type C(p(a))ms· This means that each 
evaluation of the arc expression must yield a multi-set over 
the colour set that is attached to the corresponding place. 
The initialization function I maps each place, p, into a 
closed expression which must be of type C(p)ms• ie a 
multi-set (a set which may contain multiple occurrences of 
the same element) over C{p). 

3.2 Hybrid Expert System Model 

3.2.1 Object Classes 

Each object class's data structure is represented by a 
compound colour set, and each object instance is 
represented by a token in that set. For instance, if there are 
fifteen sets of non-empty types or colour sets being used to 
represent one object class's data structure, i.e. I: = 
AA,BB, .... OO; Color AA may be defined as text strings; 
Calor BB may be as Boolean; ... and Color 00 may be 
defined from some already declared coloured sets, e.g. 
Color 00 = Product AA * BB * CC. Each object class 
instance is declared as a variable of a particular colour set, 
i.e. var Instance-1 : 00 (var denotes variable declaration 
which introduces one or more variables). Here we have one 
variable, Instance-1, which is with colour 00. We may use 
var Instance-1, Instance-2, Instance-3 : 00 for declaring 
three different instances of the same object class with 
colour 00. In the following sections, we will use three 
variables, object "a", which is a particular instance of a 
Super Class A, object "al", which is a particular instance 
of Class A. (ie. "a" IS-A superclass instance while "al" IS-
A class instance) and State "s" which is the state token. 
State "s" is used to carry the information that identify 
which object instance had fired from which transition. (i.e. 
var a : 00, var al : 00 and var s : text string) 

3.2.2 Rules with Inheritance 

In CPN, the transition operations are represented by the arc 
expression functions. By defining the arc expression 
functions differently, it can help us to model different 
events in the HES. Therefore, places in the CPN are taken 
to correspond to two different elements in the HES. First, 
places are taken to correspond to predicates of the 
production rules which are pre-defined earlier by the user. 
Secondly, places are taken to correspond to the Objects 
class in the HES's Frame hierarchy. Similarly, transitions in 
the CPN correspond to two different events in the HES. 
First, the transitions correspond to the implications of the 
rules. Secondly, the transitions - correspond to the 
inheritance of the properties from Classes. The transition 
operations are represented by the arc expression functions. 
(e.g. A Rule R can be represented in CPN as shown in 
Figures la, 1 band le) 
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RuleR : IF X IS-A member of super class A 
AND X's slot-1 is 'Y' 
THEN X's slot-2 is 'Y'. 

o =a (a super class token) 
0 = al (a class token) 
• = s (a state token) 

Class Al 

Figure la: RuleR with Inheritance (before firing) with an 
input token "a" & "s" in Super Class A. 

RuleR : IF X IS-A member of super class A 
AND X's slot-1 is 'Y' 
TIIEN X's slot-2 is 'Y'. 

o =a (a super class token) 
0 = al (a class token) 
• = s (a state token) 

Class Al 

Figure lb: RuleR with Inheritance (after firing Inheritance 
T) with an input token "a" & "s" in Super Class A. 

RuleR : IF X IS-A member of super class A 
AND X's slot-1 is 'Y' 
THEN X's slot-2 is 'Y'. 

o =a (a super class token) 
0 = al (a class token) 
• = s (a state token) 

Class Al 

Figure le : RuleR with Inheritance (after firing both Rule 
R and Inheritance T) with output token "a" & "s" in State 
R and output token "al" & s" in Class Al. A state token 
"s" is also created in Super Class A. 

Super Class A is a CPN Place with colour set that was used 
to represent the data structure of all object instances in 
Super Class A. Class Al is a CPN Place with colour set 
that was used to represent the data structure of all object 
instances in Class Al. RuleR is a CPN Transition which is 

enabled iff the input arc expression fR(x) is evaluated to be 
true (i.e., the premise X IS-A member of super class A 
AND X's slot- I is 'Y' is true). If fR(x) is true then RuleR 
is fired, it implies that Rule R is executed. All tokens will 
be removed from Super Class A and a new token "a" will 
be created in State R with new data values determined by 
the output arc expression fR(y). (i.e. fR(Y) will assign 'Y' to 
X's slot-2). Inheritance T is a CPN Transition which is 
enabled whenever there is an "a" token in Super Class A, 
after firing this transition, a token "al" is created in Class 
Al with all the attributes inherited from A. (ie. a child 
token is created with the same attributes of its father) . 
These two tokens ("a", "al") can be used for further 
inference (if any) in the HES. In this way, we can trace the 
execution path of these two tokens by examining the 
information carried by the state tokens created within the 
CPN network. Moreover, we can also examine the contents 
of this two tokens to see if any attributes are in conflict 
with each other. These could serve as an indication of the 
existence of anomalies within the HES. A detail 
description of this detection method is given in section four 
later. (Note that in order to preserve the state of the 
predicate in Rule R, a state token is created in Super Class 
A via the self-loop of Rule R and an "a" token is created in 
Super Class A via the self-loop of inheritance T.) 

3.2.3 Rules with Message Passing 

Places in the CPN are taken to correspond to predicates of 
the production rules and the transitions in corresponding to 
the implications of the rules. Since the object class 
instance's data structure is represented by the token of a 
particular colour set, we can define arc expression such 
that they directly read and write data in the token's data 
slots. This can be illustrated by the following simple 
example: Pass the message "OK" to the object Class A's 
slot-promotion. 

Colour sets: 

Color Classes= with ClassA I Class B; 
Color Promotion = String; 
Color Objects= product Classes* Promotion; 
vac x : Classes; 

Arc expression: 

IF x=ClassA THEN l'(ClassA, "OK") ELSE empty. 

This will serve the purpose of sending or receiving 
messages (data value) to and from object instance for 
testing the rules' premises. 

3.2.4 Rules with Demons 

Similarly, a Rule with Demon can also be represented by a 
Placesffransition tuple, e.g. if a demon is attached with 
object X's slot-overtime, whenever the value of slot-
overtime is updated to 'Y' then the demon will execute and 
compute the slot-salary value by the formula 1.2*basic 
salary. This can be represented by Figure 2a and 2b. 
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RuleR : IF X IS-A member of super class A 
AND X's slot-day is 'SAT' 
THEN X's slot-overtime is 'Y'. 

Demon R : IF X's slot-overtime changed to 'Y' 
TIIEN X's slot-salary=l.2*basic salary. 

o =a (a super class token) 

0 = al (a class token) 

• = s (a state token) 

f,(y)+da(y) 

Class AI 

Figure 2a : Rule R with Demon (before firing) with an 
input token "a" and a state token "s" in Super Class A. 

The demon function, dR(y), is represented as an arc 
expression. The firing of Rule R ·will trigger the demon 
function to execute. 

RuleR : IF X IS-A member of super c;:Iass A 
AND X's slot-day is 'SAT' 
THEN X's slot-overtiuie is 'Y'. 

Demon R : lF X's slot-overtime changed to 'Y' 
TIIEN X's slot-salary=l.2*basic salary. 

o =a (a super class token) 

0 = al (a class token) 

• = s {a state token) 

f,(y)+d.(y) 

Figure 2b : Rule R with Demon (after firing) with output 
token "a" & "s" in State Rand output token "al" & "s'' in 
Class Al. A state token "s" is also created in Super Class 
A. 

3.2.5 Rules with Methods 

Methods are procedures attached to an Object class, they 
·can be represented by the Functions and Operations 
declarations in CPN. The function takes a number of 
arguments and returns a result. The arguments and the 
result have a type which is a declared colour set, the set of 
a ll multi-sets over a declared colour set. A declared 
function can be used in arc expressions, guards and 
initialization expressions in the CPN. For example, a 
typical function which tells whether the argument is even 
or not might be: 

fun Even(n:integers)=((n mod 2)=0). 
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Operations can also be used to represent Methods. In both 
Functions and Operations declarations, different kinds of 
control structures can be built. e.g. CASE statments; IF b is 
true THEN statement 1 ELSE statement 2; WHILE b is 
true DO; REPEAT statement 3 UNTIL b is true. The Rules 
with Methods can thus be represented by CPN as follows 
(Figures 3a-d, the self loops are omitted for clarity reason) 

Method is represented by Places : Pl to P3 to PS 
Rule is represented by Places : P2 to P4 

P2 

F2 

Fl F3 

T1 

o =a (a super class token) 
0 = al (a class token) 

• = s (a state token) 

T2 

F6 

P3 

F7 

F8 

T3 PS 

Figure 3a : Rule with Method (before firing) with an input 
token "a" and a state token "s" in PI . 

Method is represented by Places: Pl to P3 to PS 
Rule is represented by Places : P2 to P4 

P2 

Fl F3 

Pl T1 

o ==a (a super class token) 
0 = al (a class token) 
• = s (a state token) 

F6 

P3 

F7 

F8 

T3 PS 

Figure 3b : Rule with Method (Rule is called by the 
Method). The token "a" was passed to P2 and a state token 
"s" was created in Pl, P2 and P3 respectively. 

Method is represented by Places: Pl to P3 to PS 
Rule is represented by Places : P2 to P4 

P2 

F2 

Fl F3 

Pl T1 

o =a (a super class token) 
0 = al (a class token) 
• = s (a state token) 

T2 

F6 

P3 

F7 

F8 

T3 PS 

Figure 3c : Rule with Method (After firing). The token "a" 
is in P4 and a state token "s" in Pl, P2 and P3 and P4 
respectively. 
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Method is represented by Places : P l to P3 to PS 
ule is represented by Places : P2 to P4 

P2 

Pl 

o = a (a super class token) 

0 = al (a class token) 

• = s (a state token) 

P3 P5 

Figure 3d : Rule with Method (Method resumes control). 
The token "a" was passed to PS. A state token "s" was 
subsequently created in P1, P2, P3, P4 and PS respectively. 

The modelling of methods is divided into two parts. First 
the state of the method. (i.e. (1) executed some of the 
program codes and waiting to pass the control to the Rule, 
(2) waiting for the Rule to pass back the control, (3) 
executed all the program codes and waiting to pass the 
control to other process.) Secondly, the actual program 
codes of the method itself. (i.e. Represented by the arc 
expression functions.) In Figure 3a-d, P1 to P3 to PS 
represent three states of the Method describe above. P2 to 
P4 represent the Rule embedded within the Method. Arc 
expression function Fl is the first part of the Method which 
executes first, then control is passed to the Rule by F2 
which will create the "a" in P2. After firing of the Rule (T2 
is enabled and fired), P3 and P4 will allow T3 to be fired. 
F8 represented the remaining part of the Method which 
will act on Object A correspondingly. After execution of 
this Rule with Method, a state token "s" is deposited in all 
the Places, PI, P2, P3, P4 and PS for preservation of the 
states. 

3.2.6 Rules with Instances 

This is represented in CPN by the arc expressions because 
the number of removed/added tokens and the colours of 
these tokens are determined by the value of the 
corresponding arc expressions. 

Although the integration of a Rule- and Frame-based 
Expert System can take the advantages of both 
representation paradigm, this systems are not free from 
errors and anomalies. In a pure rule-based system, errors 
and anomalies are redundancy, dead-end rules, 
subsumption, duplication, circular rule sets, unsatisfiable 
conditions, missing rules .. etc. In a pure frame-based 
system, error and anomalies may occur due to the problems 
of message passing and concurrency, problems of 
inheritance (including simple, repeated and multiple 
inheritance) and problems of polymorphism. Instead of 
covering all the possible errors and anomalies caused by 
the integration of the above two representation paradigms, 
we would like to focus ourselves on the additional errors 
and anomalies attributed to the integration of rules with 

inheritance of object properties. Details will be discussed 
in the following Section. 

4 Errors and Anomalies in HES 
due to Integration of Rules with 
Inheritance 

To illustrate the HES modelling by our proposed CPN 
methodology, we adopt a simplified version of a personnel 
selection expert system currently being used in Hong Kong 
[ 10]. This system is used to find out, among all the clerks 
in the organization, who should be promoted to senior 
clerk. The organization's employee data structure is 
represented in a frame-based hierarchy as shown in Figure 
4 and details of relevant frames in the hierarchical structure 
are given below. 

Junior staff 

Clerk 

Figure 4 : The Frame Hierarchy 

A Junior Staff Frame : 

SI N ot ame V I a ue Type Demons 
Job Title Junior Staff String 
Office Hours 9am- Spm Time 
Qualification Five passes String 
Requirement inHKCEE 
Salary Pay 1 to 10 String 
Scale 
Department General String 

Secretariat 
Annual leave 21 days Integer 
Father Frame -
Son Frame Junior 

Office Staff 

A Junior Office Staff Frame : 

SI N V I ot a me a ue T type D emons 
*Job Title Junior String 

Office Staff 
Name String 
Address and String 
Telephone 
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HKID# String 

Privilege Local/ 
Overseas 

Sex MIF 
*Office Hours 9am-5pm Time 
*Qualification Five passes String 
~equirement in HKCEE 
*Department General String 

Secretariat 
*Salary Pay 1 to 10 String 
Scale 
Present Salary Integer 
Point 

Years of Integer 
Service 
*Annual leave 21 days Integer 
Leave taken Integer 
Leave balance Integer 

Knowledge of GIM/L 
Work (Good, 

Medium, 
Low) 

Acceptance of GIM/L 
Responsibility 
Organization GIMIL 
of Work 
Initiative GIM/L 
Relations with G/M/L 
Colleagues 
Relations with G/M/L 
Public 
Expression on G/M/L 
Paper 
Oral G/M/L 
Expression 
Supervisory G/M/L 
Skills 
Leading Skills G/M/L 
Performance G/M/L 
Experience GIMIL 
Ability G/M/L 
Quality of G/M/L 
Services 
Seniority GIM/L 

IF possess 
HKID no. 
THEN 
Privilege is 
Local ELSE 
Privilege is 
Overseas. 

Present 
Salary Point 
must 
between 1 
to 10 
inclusive. 

Leave 
balance= 
Annual 
leave-
Leave taken 
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Promotion Yes /Wait 
/Reject 

Father Frame Junior Staff 
Son Frame Clerk, 

Typist and 
Office boy 

* denotes slots inherited from parent frame 

A Clerk frame is similar to a Junior Office Staff frame 
except that more detailed information about the various 
types of Clerk duties are included such as Purchasing 
Clerk, Book Keeping Clerk, Sales Clerk, Inventory Clerk, 
Customer Services Clerk, Data Entry Clerk ... etc. For the 
purpose of this modelling exercise, we can treat the Class 
Junior Office Staff as the common job grade in the 
organization, and the Class Clerk, Office Boy and Typist as 
specific job categories all belonging to the same job grade. 
Any new employment regulations and promotion rules that 
apply to Junior Office Staff grade will be applicable to all 
Clerks, Office Boys and Typists in the organization. The 
major problems of verifying this HES is due to the fact that 
some rules are applicable to the general class (Super Class 
: Junior Office Staff) and through inheritance these rules 
are applicable to specific classes as well (Classes : Clerks, 
Office Boy and Typists). Anomalies exist whenever rules 
specifically applied to a class are in conflict with those 
rules that are applied to their superclass. Furthermore, 
these rules may be in a subsumbed situation and some of 
them may be unreachable. We will illustrate how to detect 
them in the following sections. 

First, we model the above example using our proposed 
methodology described in previous sections. It is noted that 
a frame is equivalent to a data structure with various types 
declarations, (or an object with different attributes). 
Demons are declared as methods or procedures within 
some frame. In the above expert system example, the two 
frames are Class frames. Each individual clerk's 
information is inferred by the creation of a clerk frame 
instance. The data value of Clerk Name, Sex, Address ... etc 
are input via the user interface. The data values and 
demons in the slots with a * are inherited from the parent 
frame; the data value of Privilege and Leave balance are 
updated by firing the demons in HKID# and Leave 
balance. The data values for slots between Knowledge of 
Work and Leading Skills inclusively are input by the 
individual clerk's supervisor at the beginning of the 
inference process. The data value of Performance, 
Experience, Ability, Quality of Services and Seniority are 
being inferred by the execution of the rules pre-defined 
earlier by the personnel manager of the organization. The 
goal is to find out the data value of the slot Promotion, 
which can be inferred by forward chaining or backward 
chaining within the rule sets. (Over 100 rules were 
constructed for the original expert system based on the 
Multiple Criteria Decision Model). Detail data structure of 
a clerk token and some typical rules are given as follows: 
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A clerk token's colour is : 

Calor AA= string; (all text strings) 
Color BB =with Local I Overseas; (colours explicitly 

specified) 
Calor CC = with Male I Female; 
Color DD= time; (date) 
Col or EE = integer with O .. lO;(between 0& 10) 
Col or FF = integer; 
Calor GG = with Good I Medium I Low; 
Calor HH =with Yes I Wait I Reject; 
Color 11 =list AA with 4; (a list of four strings) 
Col or JJ = list AA with 3; 
Col or KK = list FF with 5; 
Calor LL =list GG with 15; 
Calor MM= with Clerk I Typist I Office Boy; 
Calor NN = product 11 * BB * CC * DD * JJ * KK * 

LL * HH; (all tuples (i,b,c,d,j,k,l,h) where iEII, b 
EBB, .... hEHH) 

Col or 00 = with Yes I No; (for state token, if the 
value is Yes, it denotes that the predicate is true, 
else if the value is No, the negation of the 
predicate is true.) 

Var i:II; var b:BB; var c:CC; var d:DD; var j:JJ; var k:KK; 
var l:LL; var h:HH; var clerk : NN; (var denotes variable 
declaration which introduces one or more variables. Here 
we have one variable, clerk, which is with colour NN. We 
may use var clerk I, clerk2, clerk3 : NN for declaring three 
different clerks for example.) 

Some typical rules are : 

Rule 1: IF X is a junior office staff 
AND X's quality of service is Good 
AND X' s seniority is High 

THEN X' s promotion is Yes. 

Rule 2: IF X is a clerk 
AND X' s quality of service is Good 
AND X' s seniority is High 

THEN X's promotion is Yes. 

Rule 3: IF X is a clerk 
AND X's quality of service is Good 
AND X's seniority is High 
AND X is a local citizen 

THEN X' s promotion is Yes. 

Rule 4: IF X is a clerk 
AND X's year of service is greater than Five 

THEN X's seniority is Not High. 

Rule 5: IF X is a junior office staff 
AND X's year of service is greater than Five 

THEN X's seniority is High. 

Rule 6: IF X is a clerk 
AND X's knowledge of work is Not Good 
AND X's English is Not Good 

THEN X needs to attain training course. 

Rule 7: IF X is a junior office staff 
AND X needs to attain training course 

THEN X' s experience is Low. 

Rule 8: IF X is a clerk 
AND X is a junior office staff 

THEN X is entitled to 14 days annual leave. 

Rule 9: IF X is a office boy 
AND X needs to attain training course 

THEN X is on Probation. 

Rule 10: IF X is a junior office staff 
THEN X is required to do typing. 

Rule 11: IF X is required to do typing 
THEN X is a clerk. 

Rule 12: IF X is a clerk 
THEN X is a junior office staff. 

These rules can be rewritten as : 

Rule 1: A."BAC=>X 
Rule 2: AlABAC=>X 
Rule 3: AlABACAD=>X 
Rule 4: AlAE=>-.C 
RuleS: AAE=>C 
Rule6: AlA-,FA-,G=> y 
Rule 7: AAY=>H 
Rule 8: AlAA=>K 
Rule 9: A2AY=>Z 
Rule 10: A=>L 
Rule 11: L=>Al 
Rule 12: Al=>A 

Where the meanings of the literals used in the above rules 
are as follows: 

A = Junior Office Staff 
AI =Clerk 
A2 = Office Boy 
B = Quality of service is Good 
C = Seniority is High 
-,C = Seniority is Not High 
D = Local citizen 
E =Years of service is greater than Five 
-,F = Knowledge of work is Not Good 
-,G = English is Not Good 
H = Experience is Low 
K =Entitled to 14 days annual leave 
L = Required to do Typing 
X = Promotion is Yes 
Y = Needs to attain training course 
Z = On Probation 
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e state token 0 clerk token 0 junior office staff token 
Figure 6 : CPN representation of the given HES 

The Hybrid Expert System is represented by a Coloured 
Petri Net shown in Figure 6, according to the methodology 
proposed in section three. Note that for simplicity, the self-
ioop associated with each input place is not shown in the 
net. The rules are labelled RI to Rl2. The inheritance 
relations are represented by Tl to T3. Sl to S7 represents 
the predicates of these rules. · 

5 Analysis of Coloured Petri Nets 
The major analysis technique, within the context of expert 
system verification, is the use of reachability tree which 
represents the reachability set of the CPN (or occurrence 
graph in Jensen's terminology). The basic idea behind is to 
construct a tree/graph containing a node for each reachable 
marking and an arc for each occurring binding element. In 
expert system verification, it refers to exhaustively 
exploring all the useful and relevant interactions of 
predicates within the model. From a given initial state, all 
possible transitions are generated, leading to a number of 
new states. This process is repeated for each of the newly 
generated states until no new states are generated. 
Obviously such a tree/graph may become very large even 
for a small CPN. However, research [13] has been taken to 
allow for a partial examination of a subportion of the 
reachability graph, therefore reduce the efforts in deriving 
possible solutions. For simplicity reason, without taking 
any transition conditions or transition operations into 
consideration, we concentrate our analysis by enabling a 
specific transition (i.e. corresponds to some meaningful 

initial facts) and then check the reachability set for any 
irregularities of the associated predicate places. The 
checking of the irregularities and anomalies can be done 
exhaustively or heuristically by adequately initiation of the 
sequence of transitions and closely examining the 
reachability markings. The problems can be located 
through the trace of the sequence of transitions which may 
provide alternative or multiple marking effects. Therefore, 
we propose the following algorithm for generating the 
reachability set of a CPN as follows: 

Reachability Set= {M0 }, where M0 is the initial 
inarking 

Reachability Graph ={ } 
UnfiredMarkingLlst = [M0] 

repeat 
select some marking M in the UnfiredMarkingList 

for each transition t which is enabled at M 
do begin 

generate marking M' which results from 
firing tat M 

if M' is not an element of ReachabilitySet 
then 
begin 

add M' to ReachabilitySet 
append M' to UnfiredMarkingList 
end 
add arc (M, T,M') to ReachabilityGraph 

end 
until UnfiredMarkingList is empty 
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In most automated CPN simulations, the first element of 
the UnfiredMarkingList is always selected, and so the 
reachability graph is produced in breadth-first order. 

In verifying the HES against the problems of correctness, 
consistency, and completeness, we use an automated 
computer aid for the generation of the reachability set. The 
CPN is initialized by placing tokens in the place and 
setting the values of data variables. The operation of the 
net can be investigated by the program either in a step by 
step manner or in an automatic mode. 

6 Detection of Errors and 
Anomalies in HES 

6.1 Correctness 

6.1.1 Subsumption 

Analysis of the network will show the presence of 
subsumption in the HES (Figure 7a). Suppose we have a 
Junior Office Staff with good quality of service and high 
seniority, we want to infer whether he should be promoted 
or not in our HES. This inference process will be as follow: 
initially, we have a Junior Office Staff token in the input 
place Class A (Junior Office Staff), and this token's slot 
"quality of service is Good" is TRUE and this token's slot 
"seniority is High" is also TRUE. This enables both Rl 
and Tl to be fired, as a result, a Clerk token is created in 
place Class Al (clerk) by the T1 transition and a Junior 
Office Staff token is created in Sl by f1(y). Next, R2 is also 
enabled since R2's antecedent is the same as Rl. After 
firing the two rules, S 1 consists of both a Junior Staff 
Token and a Clerk token. 

e state token 0 clerk token 0 junior office staff token 
Figure 7a: CPN representation showing the events of subsumption, Case I 

Figure 7b represents the reachability graph as the results of 
the execution of Rl and R2. The graph is a directed graph 
from which we can see the marking Ml, M2, M3, M4 and 
M5 are reachable from marking MO. In marking M5, both 
a Clerk token and a Junior Office Staff token is created in 
S 1, by examining the slot "promotion" in this two tokens 
reveals that they have the same value, ie 'YES'. Since in 
the place Class Al, the Clerk token inherited all his 
attributes from the initial Junior Office Staff token, this 
means that Rl and R2 are using the same set of initial 
attributes for inference, therefore, we can conclude that R2 

subsumes Rl because R2 is just a more specific case of Rl. 
(ie. Clerk is the child of Junior Office Staff). 
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s = state token, c =clerk token 
j =junior staff token, - = empty 

Figure 7b: Reachability graph due to the firing of Rl and 
R2 

ln general, if we have two rules: 

Rule X : 
Rule Y : 

If the value of slot A inherits to slot A' (i.e. A is the parent 
and A' is the child), then Rule Y subsumes Rule X because 
Rule Y is just a more specialized case of Rule X. (i.e. 
whenever Rule Y succeeds, Rule X will always succeed). 
In a complex frame hierarchy which allows for multiple 
inheritance, checking for subsumption becomes more 
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difficult because of ambiguity in the behaviour of multiple 
inherited subclasses. 

Next, we consider a more complicated subsumption 
situation as in Figure 8a. Suppose initially, we have a 
junior office staff token in the input place Class A (Junior 
Office Staff), with slot "quality of service is Good" is 
TRUE, slot "seniority is High" is TRUE and slot "local 
citizen" is also TRUE. This enables both RI and T1 to be 
fired, as a result, a Clerk token is created in place Class AI 
(Clerk) by the T1 transition and a Junior Office Staff token 
is created in SI by f1(y). Next, R2 and R3 are also enabled. 
After firing either one of the two rules, S 1 consists of both 
a Junior Staff Token and a Clerk token. 

Figure 8b represents the reachability graph as the results of 
the execution of Rule I followed either by R2 or R3. Since 
M5 is reachable from M4 either by R2 or R3, by 
examining the slot "promotion" in the Clerk token and 
Junior Office Staff Token reveal that they have the same 
value, ie 'YES'. Therefore, these two rules must be in a 
subsumption relationship because the two transitions R2 
and R3 can be enabled in Al and their final marking is the 
same. 

e state token 0 clerk token 0 junior office staff token 
Figure 8a : CPN representation showing the events of subsumption, Case II 
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s = state token, c = clerk token 
j =junior staff token, - = empty 

Figure 8b: Reachability graph due to the firing of RI, R2 
and R3 

6.1.2 Cyclicity 

If a circular loop can result when a set of rules are fired, 
then these rules are considered as a circular rule set. For 
example : 

Class A 
(Junior Office Staft) 

~io: 

Rule X: 
RuleY: 

If slot C is the parent of C', Rule X and Rule Y will form a 
circular loop. If more than one level of class hierarchy is 
involved, an implicit cycle may exist where the loop is 
formed from several rules and different frames' slots in the 
frame hierarchy. 

In our example, Rule 10, Rule 11 and Rule 12 will form 
such a cyclicity. In Figure 9a, if we have a Junior Office 
Staff token in Class A then RlO is enabled and fired, this 
will further enable R11 and a Clerk token is deposited in 
A1 (Clerk). As a result, RI2 will be enabled and a Junior 
Office Staff token will be deposited in Class A. This 
process will continue within a loop with no end. 
Reachability analysis will show that there exists an infinite 
tree which has the branching pattern repeated after four 
levels. (Marking M7, M13 and M12 are repeated) 

e state token 0 clerk token 0 junior office staff token 
Figure 9a : CPN representation showing the events of cyclicity. 
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s = state token, c = clerk token 
j =junior staff token, - = empty 

Rl2 

Figure 9b : Reachability graph due to the firing of RIO, 
Rll and Rl2 

6.2 Consistency 
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6.2.1 Contradiction 

If two rules have duplicated antecedents but in the 
consequence a clause is both affirmed and denied, we refer 
the situation as inconsistency. The following two rules are 
in conflict. 

Rule X: A"B=>C 
Rule Y: A' "B'=>-,C 

Since both A' and B' are slots values inherited from his 
parent A and B, Rule X is in conflict with Rule Y. In 
practical expert system development, this problem is dealt 
with by the concepts of overriding.(ie. Rule Y overrides 
Rule X). This overriding behaviour is normally considered 
as an anomaly unless it is with the expert's true intent. 

In our example, Rule 4 and Rule 5 are in conflict. In Figure 
lOa, if we have a Junior Office Staff token to start off in 
Class A with "year of service greater than five years", after 
firing Rule 4, then his seniority is High. A token clerk will 
be created in Class Al with the same attributes, but this 
time after firing Rule 5, his seniority is Not High. This 
situation is revealed when we check the reachability graph 
in Figure lOb. Marking M5 is reachable from MO. In M5, 
we got both a Clerk token and a Junior Office Staff token 
in S2. When examining the state of S2 in these two tokens, 
we could see one is confirmed and the other is denied. This 
reflects that we have two conflicting rules applied to two 
different Object Classes. 

e state token 0 clerk token 0 junior office staff token 
Figure 1 Oa : CPN representation showing the events of contradiction 
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Figure I Ob : Reachability graph due to the firing of R4 and 
R5 

6.2.2 Unnecessary IF condition 

If we have two rules which contain the same conclusion but 
with conflicting conditions, then this situation is referred to 

Class A 
(Junior Office Staff) 

~:'!, 

as having unnecessary IF conditions in the knowledge base. 
Eg. consider the following two rules 

Rule X : AAB=>C 
Rule Y : AA-,B=>C 

These two rules can be combined to form a simple rule : 

Rule X: A=>C 

The second IF condition becomes unnecessary. In our 
example HES (Figure 11 a), additional unnecessary 
conditions can occur when an action in one rule becomes a 
condition of another rule and these two rules' condition 
parts are in an inheritance relationship (ie. Rule 6 and Rule 
7). 

RlO 

e state token 0 clerk token 0 junior office staff token 
Figure 11 a : CPN representation showing the events of unnecessary IF condition 

Consider the following two rules 

Rule X : AAB=>C 
Rule Y: A' AC=>D 

When Rule Y is backward chained to Rule X, (i.e. inorder 
that C is true, we have to check whether A is true and B is 
true.) Rule Y is equivalent to the testing of A', A and B: 

Since, A' and A are in inheritance relation, we may want to 
remove either the condition IF A' or IF A. 

Refer to our example, when we check the reachability 
graph generated by the initial Junior Oftice Staff token in 
Class A, we only have three markings which S6 never gets 
inferred with any token. The reason is because R6 and R7 
are indirectly asking the variable X to be instantiated, both 
to Junior Office Staff and Clerk simultaneously. Therefore, 
we have an unnecessary IF condition for X. (ie. IF X is a 
Junior Office Staff AND IF X is a Clerk.) 
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s = state token, c = clerk token 
j =junior staff token,-= empty 

Figure 11 b : Reachability graph due to the firing of R6 & 
R7 

6.3 Completeness 

6.3.1 Unreachability, Case I 

When a rule requires an object instance to be bound with 
two mutually exclusive classes, or two classes in an 
inheritance hierarchy. This rule cannot be fired. Eg. 

Class A 
(Junior Office Staff) 

:-f.: 

Rule X: AAA'=>C 
Rule Y : A I AA2=>C 
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In Rule X, if A is the parent and A' is the Child, it is not 
possible for an object instance to be both belonging to 
Class A and Class A'. Similarly, in Rule Y, Al and A2 are 
both children of A, it is not possible for an object instance 
to both belonging to two different mutually exclusive 
classes. Referring to our example (Figure 12a), Rule 8 is 
found to be in this situation. Examining the reachability 
tree (Figure 12b), no token is ever deposited in S4 in all 
reachability Markings from MO. 

Furthermore, if the antecedent part of a rule cannot be 
satisfied because it contains a literal which cannot be 
matched to a fact or a literal in the consequent part of any 
other rule, then this case also leads to unreachability. 

10 

e state token 0 clerk token 0 junior office staff token 
Figure 12a: CPN representation showing the events of unreachability 

MO M.::_.l 
A j ~'J Al - 1---;)1 c 
S4~ 

s = state token, c = clerk token 
j:: junior staff token,-= empty 

Figure 12b : Reachability graph due to the firing of R8 

6.3.2 Unreachability, Case 11 

Consider a more complicated situation with involves chain 
rules (Figure 13a), Rule 6's action part will forward chain 
to Rule 9's condition part. Now this causes an unreachable 
condition because Rule 6's condition part and Rule 9's 
condition part are having mutually exclusive class 
instantiation. 
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e state token 0 clerk token 0 junior office staff token 0 office boy token 
Figure 13a : CPN representation showing the events of unreachability 

M4 

s = state token, c = clerk token 
j =junior staff token, o =office boy token 

Figure 13b : Reachability graph due to the firing of R6 & 
R9 

By examining the reachability graph in Figure 13b it shows 
that S5 never has any token reached from Marking MO. 
This means this rule is unreachable. 

7 Conclusion and Discussion 
In this paper, we have described an approach to model 
hybrid (rule- and frame-based) expert systems using 
Coloured Petri Nets and the concept of controlled state 

tokens. We have defined the additional anomalies caused 
by the integration of the object hierarchy, property 
inheritance and production rules. The detection and 
analysis of the anomalies of proposed model is done by 
constructing and examining the reachability tree spanned 
by the knowledge inference. An algorithm is also given to 
generate such a reachability set of the nets. Our approach 
allows for formal verification of the correctness, 
consistency, and completeness of the hybrid knowledge 
base. 

Future work will include formalizing our approach and 
developing of algorithms and proof to detect irregularities 
in the HES. We would also like to investigate further the 
capability of the methodology to handle fuzzy systems and 
the complexity involved against the traditional approaches. 
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